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products & services. This does not imply that the
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Please contact editor@veganorganic.net if you are
interested in advertising in the magazine/website.

Registered Charity 1080847
Company limited by guarantee 3869080
VON is run largely by unpaid volunteers, and
overseen by a group of trustees. Please get in
touch if you would like to become involved.
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Our purpose is to promote and research vegan
organic horticulture and agriculture (also known as
stockfree organic) and our ethos is nonviolence, social
justice, respect for all animals and environmental
protection. Vegan organic (‘stockfree’) techniques
uphold the principle of sustainability, avoiding artificial
chemicals, GMOs, animal manures and animal remains
from slaughterhouses and other processes.
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them to the needs of the printers. If they are too large
to email please send via Dropbox or similar link.
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Copyright. Any work submitted must either be
owned by you and/or be free of copyright issues.
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depending on space, deadlines and if it is appropriate
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of news closer to the publication date.
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our website https://tinyurl.com/vonju (where you
can also make donations).
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4. Fill the bottom third of the container with old rotten
natural wood (think hugelkultur bed)
5. Pack 1/2 full of compost at the front and raise in terraces
(using boards) towards the back for ease of access
6. Plant herbs, spinach and "cut and cut again"salad
7. Place a strong metal mesh door on the frame of each tank
8. Grow strawberries or other sun loving plants on the top.

EDITORIAL

One of the primary teachings of Permaculture is “Have
multiple functions for each element”. My friend was
delighted when I pointed out that not only could she then
grow crops, but the dogs would now have shade in the
garden (between the two tanks) in the peak of summer. The
rest of the year this space would allow sunshine in (because
of the lower angle) and would shelter them from winds, rain
and give them a pleasant micro climate to relax in.

Brexit; whether you are for, or against it, I think we can all
agree we are fed up with hearing about it? At the risk of
mentioning it again, I think that the implications for those
of us in the UK are perhaps more far reaching than we
might have realised with regards to our food. We have an
interesting article from the Pesticide Action Network (PAN)
covering some of the potential ways in which withdrawal
from the E.U. regulatory system could affect us, including
the levels of pesticides permitted to remain in food (known
as Maximum Residue Levels).
There has been talk (hyped up of course by newspapers and
TV) about shortages of food, genetically engineered crops
and more. So this may be the perfect time for us to get more
proactive in growing our own and sourcing locally
produced food? With that in mind, we have the first in a
regular series of pieces "From Seed to Plate" by Piers
Warren coauthor of the "Vegan Cook and Gardener", and
another article from Ken and Addy Fern (of Plants for a
Future fame) on "Superfoods". Additionally we have an in
depth article on soil by Hywel Evans for those of you
interested in the science of how plants access nutrients.
So you may be wondering "What can I do with my limita
tions?”; for instance “I live in a flat”, “I have a disability”, or
as in the case of a friend of mine “The dogs eat or dig up
everything and are currently working on some 20ft
leylandii!”

From a growing viewpoint, the containers would form a
mini greenhouse allowing a longer cropping period,
protected from the excesses of Welsh rain and from the
worst of the summer heat (better for salads and spinach) by
the top sun loving plants. The rotten, spongelike wood
would absorb and store water and nutrients reducing the
need for frequent watering and release a small amount of
heat as they decay. During cold periods a plastic flap could
be lowered to cover the gap at the top half of the tank to
increase the temperature and prevent frost damage.
Hopefully this year that should be put into practice and may
become an article for the next issue.

The techniques taught in permaculture can be of great
benefit for all situations. One of the first questions to ask is
“Has this problem been solved before?”, this may be
followed by, “Okay this is unique, but has a similar problem
been solved?” and this is usually the case.
From there we go to tweaking the design to fit our
individual circumstances.

Regarding our magazine and website, as always we welcome
feedback on what sort of articles you liked, did not like,
what you would like to see more of, how easy it is to find
things on the website etc. Please drop a line to
info@veganorganic.net to comment on the website or
editor@veganorganic.net to comment on the magazine.

As an example my friend with the two dogs had given up
trying to grow anything and had covered her small garden
with chippings. Having had a similar problem of having to
protect my monkey puzzle seeds from all things rodentine, I
suggested there was a way to grow at least some salad and
herbs (high value items) by using two IBCs (large
translucent bulk transport tanks approx 1m cubed), a board
and some wire mesh.
1. Lay them on their side and cut out the highest half of the
top to give access
2. Put a small metal drainage tap in the bottom corner of
each tank
3. Position them about a metre apart and place a strong
waterproof board across the top

Even better please help by contributing an article or two, or
by pointing us towards something that you think is
newsworthy.
Wishing you a frost free spring, a gloriously warm summer
and a slug free seed bed.
Tony Martin (Ed)
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Getting started in vegan organics

Courses & Volunteering in the UK

You’re sold on the theory, but what do you do next? Unless
you’re one of the lucky ones
to live near a commercial
vegan organic grower,
you’re probably thinking
about giving it a go
yourself. You don’t have to
go overboard; you can even
grow in containers on
windowsills or your patio.
But if you want to go
further here are some
places to have a look at.

Centre For Alternative Technology (Wales)
www.cat.org.uk
Chyan Community Field (Cornwall) www.chyan.org
Debdale Eco Centre (Manchester)
https://tinyurl.com/debdale
Drimlabarra Herb Farm (Scotland) www.veganherbal.com
Empty Cages Design (Somerset) www.emptycagesdesign.org
Frog Organics (Lancashire, formerly Fir Tree Growers)
www.frogorganics.wordpress.com
Growing with Grace (Lancaster)
www.growingwithgrace.org.uk
Hulme Community Garden Centre (Manchester)
www.hulmegardencentre.org.uk
Kindling Trust (Manchester) www.kindling.org.uk
OrganicLea (London) www.organiclea.org.uk
Spiralseed (Permaculture Courses) www.spiralseed.co.uk
The Naturally Vegan Plot (Cornwall)
https://www.facebook.com/naturallyveganplot/
Tolhurst Organic (Oxfordshire) www.tolhurstorganic.co.uk

There is lots of knowledge
and knowhow on VON’s
website at www.veganorganic.net including a range
of articles and a full set of information sheets. This is
always a good starting point. You can request copies of our
DVDs (or view them online) and you can purchase copies
of our books.

Overseas
Veganic Agriculture Network (North America)
www.goveganic.net
Wild Earth Farm & Sanctuary (Kentucky, USA)
www.wildearthsanctuary.org
The Tree of Life Centre (Arizona) www.treeoflife.nu
The Living Centre in Ontario (Canada)
www.thelivingcentre.com
Gentle World (Hawaii and New Zealand)
www.gentleworld.org
Sadhana Forest (India, Haiti and Kenya)
www.sadhanaforest.org

If you need help with specific aspects of growing or
you’re coming up against a problem you can’t fix, ask our
advisory panel (advice@veganorganic.net), or instead you
could try asking on our Facebook group
(www.facebook.com/groups/veganorganicnetwork).
If you’re interested in volunteering on a vegan
organic farm then you can contact Maggi Taylor at
media@veganorganic.net for a list of potential
opportunities (or write c/o VON, address page 2).

Courses

Where to get stockfree organic fruit and veg

Permaculture Design Courses (PDCs)

Unless you grow your own, or are lucky enough to live near
a vegan organic box scheme or producer, this is likely to be
a problem. We do need more vegan organic growers − but
there may be some who have been growing vegan
organically but never knew it! It would be worth asking any
local organic growers about their growing methods (if they
are not part of a mixed farm which keeps animals).

Course run by Aranya
NORFOLK
Park House, Rackheath
20th July  3rd August 2019
Aranya, Dee Rughani & guests

If not completely vegan organic, some may not be using
very much in the way of animal products, and it could be
easy for them to become stockfree.
For a list of growers go to https://tinyurl.com/VONgrow
More on stockfree organics at www.stockfreeorganic.net

DORSET
Ourganics Evolving Systems
10th  24th August 2019
Aranya & Pat Bowcock
DEVON
High Heathercombe Centre, Dartmoor
9th  23rd November 2019.
Aranya & Klaudia van Gool

GROWING THE GROWERS
Bursaries to help students are
available from VON in approved
cases. VON offers bursaries (usually
up to £300) to vegans and
vegetarians who wish to study and
employ the vegan organic method
of horticulture and agriculture, but
may have financial difficulties.

Phone: 01297 20908

www.learnpermaculture.com

Introductory permaculture courses:
HAMPSHIRE
Sustainability Centre. 27th  30th September 2019 (4 days)
Led by Aranya. Phone: 01730 823166
https://tinyurl.com/VONaranyaSC

Applicants should be actively
involved in agriculture, or intending
to be after completing the course.
Priority is given to VON members.
For more information please email
info@veganorganic.net

Graham Burnett, runs a wide
range of vegan courses including
Introduction to Permaculture,
full PDCs, Forest Gardening and
many others.
www.spiralseed.co.uk
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Swamp Circus Goes Vegan
by BretT Jackson

Scottish cows that preferred the woods and one day
disappeared to the farmer’s new fields nearby. Anyway in
short the rich hippy neighbours shopped us to the planning
authority, who promptly put a notice on the double decker
bus and sent rolypoly chaps round in suits to ask what we
were doing. Over tea the vegan farm plans were produced
with apple and plum trees, vegetable beds and field crops ...
‘What about pigs’ they said 'you need to keep pigs to be a
farm, vegetables don’t count.' And that was the beginning of
a twentyyear battle to have a vegan farm.

It is now 20 years since Swamp Circus got a contract to
perform their shows in the big top at Falmouth's Tall Ships
Festival. 1998 found the troupe of acrobats working the sun
stroked lands of Southern France with a 300 seat tent and a
vegan cafe run in an awning on the side of our yellow and
blue striped double decker bus next to the same striped big
top. Coming back to Cornwall where I had spent much
childhood energy on its north coast, I suddenly realised that
I needed somewhere to belong and though I loved France I
didn’t belong there unless I was travelling. That was the
trick, the new trick ... after a lifetime of travelling with my
family and then as a troupe of acrobats and dancers, I
wanted to settle down.
A clown living in an old quarry near Penryn said there was
land next door but I didn’t have many beans (money). The
farmer was invited to the show and postshow pints led to
the land that I was now interested in as it had seven fresh
water springs. When you have travelled in the south, the
value of water becomes clear and the value of water was sure
to escalate. The dreams of irrigated fresh organic fruits
caused a rush to get started, bring things back from France
and get seedlings in the ground.
My first lesson started after I had, in friendly fashion invited
the neighbours round to the double decker bus for drinks,
snacks and to sample some snippets of the dream we saw for
Chyan with its higgledypiggledy fields set in a little valley
bisected by a small river with woods and old quarries either
side. A site that had grown Cornish black oats and kept pigs
and had apple trees and lots of bedraggled Goat Willow, old
broken static caravans and a barn full of long horned

For five years we had Soil Association certification but to get
planning to take us seriously was a mission. But now after all
these years we were starting small holdings a community
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and the bottles are sold locally in cafes, bars, hotels and
wholefood shops. It is one of the only organic juices in Corn
wall that is mass produced. Alongside apple juice sales
Chyan produces bagged salads, preserves, chutney, dried
herbs and teas, medicinal creams and organic cider vinegar.
Recently apple and blackberry and apple and beetroot juices
have become popular.

field and organic allotments for the public. Events and
courses followed and gradually we no longer had to rely on
our traveller heritage.
It was still a shock in 2002 when we discovered that the
council had published a page about sustainable development
on their website and in the centre of the page sat a
photograph of Chyan's Earthship wash house and an article
on our little community. It’s ironic that even after twenty
years of camping, including a vegan camp in 1999, and even
though Chyan has been used as an example of community
growing and sustainable building, we still can’t get lawful use
for a camp site and to run forest school. A little birdie has
indicated that they are scared that a precedent might get set
and the people start to get the land back!

Field crops and garden vegetables are used by the community
of 20 people living communally at Chyan and also eaten by
the campers using the popular campsites. Much of the sales
are on Chyan at events such as the Surya Yoga Camp and
various other events throughout the year that often have the
vegan cafe working. The need for an organic farming or vegan
farming course has become very evident and so in 2016 we
contacted several organic growers. The feedback was
encouraging and the Soil Association encouraged us further
by giving us their organic farming course structure and
modules. And so the diploma in vegan farming was launched
and will be made public in 2019.
Chyan Farm and Cultural Centre, Penryn, Cornwall

Chyan started fruit juice production and bottling seven years
ago and the amounts each year have depended on the
weather and bees. The production is growing year by year

http://www.chyan.org or Facebook
https://tinyurl.com/VONSWAMPC
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A Student's Account of a Vegan Permaculture
Design Course, Somerset, July/Aug 2018
By Rebecca Lehmann

I'm a suburbanite who yearns for abundant greenery and
wildlife all around. I had previously thought the answer
was to move to the countryside, but once I stumbled upon
the concept of permaculture I began to nurture a vision of
bringing the countryside to the suburbs, starting with my
own garden.

we gathered for our lessons and shared meals. With
breakfast and snack food always available from the kitchen
as well as delicious full vegan meals at dinner time
prepared by Nicole's mum, Michelle, we never went
hungry and felt so welcome and at home on the site.
We were blessed with hot dry weather and spent most of
the time learning outdoors and barefooted.

Having been vegan for a few years, I felt at odds with all
those in the permaculture movement who unquestioningly
saw domesticated animals as integral to their permaculture
projects. It was when I discovered Graham Burnett's
inspiring book The Vegan Book of Permaculture that I
began to see there was a way of doing this that not only fits
with my ethics, but in fact appears to be a much better
approach for all concerned, if only people can make the
required mind shift away from commodifying nonhuman
animals.
In November 2017, my husband Rich and I had just moved
into a house in Faversham, Kent, with a blank canvas of a
garden: a 20m x 7m plot. I had some ideas, and hired Jo
Barker, a wonderful permaculture designer who has
designed many prize winning wildlife gardens, to help me
design my dream garden. I'm a graphic designer, but a
beginner when it comes to gardening. I wanted to deepen
my knowledge and empower myself to get stuck in to
working on my project. I found a link on Graham's website
www.spiralseed.co.uk to a ten day residential Vegan
Permaculture Design course he was coteaching in
Somerset the following summer ...

As you may know, permaculture isn't just about growing
food – it's a whole way of life: a 'permanent culture', and
this was made clear not just in the course content, but also
in the way the course was designed, how it was taught and
how we were encouraged to interact with each other. Of
course, we were introduced to the core tenets and
philosophy of Earth Care, People Care and Fair Share right
from the beginning, which set the foundation for
everything we were to learn.

The course

This took place in Brook End, Somerset, close to
Glastonbury, on an idyllic rural small holding which is
home to our other inspiring course tutor, Nicole Vosper
(Empty Cages Design).

The course was focused on design skills, and although it
included elements such as mapmaking, contour measuring
and so on, what I found exciting was that much of the
content was about learning to understand the nature of the
land and its wildlife, through observation and
investigation, so that we can learn from it rather than
forcing our will on it and fighting with nature to get what
we want.

We were fourteen participants from different parts of the
country, all camped onsite – a 30 second stroll from where
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Nicole has a true passion for soil, and believe me, it's
contagious! We examined soil samples we'd collected, and
learned about the soil food web as a precursor to
understanding why and how to regenerate soils, including
techniques such as composting, mulching and different
approaches to growing, encouraging diversity, forest
gardening and agroecology techniques. Of course, at this
point, it becomes very clear that vegan permaculture isn't
animal free! Healthy soil is chockfull of animal life and is
the foundational part of the food chain, which extends to
larger insects, and other animals.

about waging war on any creature that may cross a border
and dare to taste the goods – and it's put me off. It is
heartening to know there can be a way to grow food whilst
not being hostile to wildlife – where even your perspective
on what a 'pest' is can be changed.
The most significant part of the second week of the course
was devoted to group project work. We had divided
ourselves into three teams, each of which had a particular
area on the site at Brook End that was to be
developed/designed for particular purposes. I chose to
work on the 1 hectare open field that Nicole had earmarked
to develop into a productive herb farm. The group work
turned out to be quite fun: we were careful to follow the
step process that we had learned about during the first
week (Go SADIM – Goal articulation, Survey,
Analyse/Asses, Design Decisions, Implementation and
Maintain) – up until Implementation, of course! We even
interviewed Nicole and her family about the projects, so we
could respond to the brief according to our 'clients' needs.
We were then required to present our team's designs to the
wider group at the very end of the course.
Much of what we learned during the course are big topics
and we were only able to touch on them – but the PDC
gives a strong foundation to begin your own project and
sows the seeds for those that wish to explore deeper. It is
so broad in terms of subject matter, covering other topics
that are important to consider in a postoil future, such as
money systems, ways of capturing and storing energy,
herbalism and even how to use permaculture techniques to
design the life you want to lead.

I now know that a thriving permaculture plot will provide
food for people and wildlife (“fair share”!) – in fact we can
include design features like ponds and wood piles to
encourage certain wild species such as hedgehogs and
frogs who in turn will not only enrich our lives, but will
also eat a few slugs along the way. I accept that it may take
time to find any balance – and the slugs will always
present a challenge, but thanks to this course, I'm feeling
more confident about giving these methods a try. Up until
now, gardening and farming to me have all seemed to be

When I look back on the ten glorious summer days I spent
on this course, it is with so much gratitude. The people, of
course, are what makes these things memorable; Graham
and Nicole were ideal tutors – encouraging participation
from everyone, varying learning techniques all the time to
keep things fresh, and using flexibility to respond to our
needs in the sometimes sweltering heat. And of course, we
all became friends right from the first day and some of us
are still in touch and are friends today. My life has been so
enriched by this experience and I now have confidence to
take on my first permaculture project.
See Rebecca's progress on her permaculture garden at
https://tinyurl.com/VONBecky
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The Summer Of Dreams
La Ferme de l'Aube

The farming adventure continues by Jimmy Videle
Since our last event of the season, the Montreal Vegan
Festival (on October 20th and 21st) we are in full swing of
our 11week winter break. At that event we informed the
public about veganic agriculture and sold our seeds. The
current winter blanket of snow has arrived and has allowed
time for reflection and writing. We have received over 30
cm of snow since the 10th of November making this the
earliest snowpack in our four years here. Changing climate
conditions continue to wreak havoc and keep us guessing.

Bug pressures (for the third year in a row) were also very
limited. The only major infestations were from the cabbage
moths and Colorado Potato Beetles. The former was
protected by keeping on insect screens until almost full
heading of brassicas and the latter we picked off by hand.
This continues to affirm that by never spraying the fields,
nature is allowed to create its own functioning ecosystem.
The lack of bees in early summer was a new observation.
Only the bumblebees seemed to be flying about. There
were so few when the first summer and winter squash were
flowering that I handpollinated them all. Interestingly
though, as soon as the last freeze passed on the 26th of
June, the bees, of all species, came in force to start their
nectar gathering. Somehow they knew!
The sun's relentless exploits allowed us to yield record
harvests. And it was needed, for we expanded the selling of
our produce. We increased our Wednesday doortodoor
deliveries and extended our onfarm kiosk to 14 weeks
from the 29th of June until the 29th of September. We also
participated in the MontTremblant farmers’ market for
the same fourteen weeks, which made us the only farm
selling veganic produce in the entire province of Quebec.
While the word 'vegan' still made some customers
uncomfortable our gentle but firm natures towards our
life, work and activism brought customers to buy. At the
end of each week few veggies returned and almost nothing
went to waste. We offered our fruits and vegetables lower
than all others at the farmers’ market as well as less than
most organic store bought produce. No produce was sold
more than six days old, after which it would become
farmer nourishment. Customers saw the difference in price
and quality and came back week after week to do their
weekly shopping.
For me this year, begged the question how does a small
biointensive veganic farm like ours compare to larger scale
organic or conventional farms? I decided to find out.

Summer of Dreams

This past summer was one for the ages. Our little town of
Boileau received more sunny days and more days over 30C
than at any other time in recent memory. It was a record
hot July with 12 days over 30C. With all the warm brought
the challenge of below normal rainfall. The rain did come
in spurts, sometimes in record amounts like the incredible
85 mm of rain that fell on the 25th of July, but for the
entire summer, rainfall was sparse. For many of our
neighbouring farms it was an undertaking keeping the
fields watered during weeks of drought, many saw their
early summer production yield losses of up to 50% for
some crops. For us, however, the combination of an
efficient sprinkler system and our wellcomposted
sandy/clay loam raised beds proved their worth. Never in
my 15year farming career have I let the fields dry to such a
point. Doing so, I learned something new, (as I seem to
every year): plants will find the water when they need it,
they will just reach their roots out farther.
With all the sunny days and warm nights, there were still
some surprises: Thinking that the last freeze on May 21st
had passed we received another on June 10th (0.50C). Not
to be outdone we received yet another on June 26th
(0.50C), causing the tops of the corn, dry beans, potatoes
and curcurbits to be frozen back. Yet three days later a
record heatwave hit with seven consecutive days above
300C. With a much needed 30 mm rainfall thrown in the
plants recovered with vigour. Our first freeze in September
was the 9th, giving us a meagre 75 day frostfree season.
Did I mention climate change havoc? Thanks to row covers
we were able to extend the season and give the dry beans
time to ripen off their pods.
The late freezes and drought conditions did cause some
new maladies to us. There was common smut in the corn
and arterial stem rot in one variety of potatoes, but
otherwise the dry heat left the fields mostly disease free.

Productivity of a Veganic Farm
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In a report I compiled for the Humane Political Party,
USA, I sought to compare the production rates of La
Ferme de L'Aube with conventional and organic farms of
the United States in kilograms per square foot, acre and
hectare.
From our 5/8th's of an acre we produced 2,360 kg of
fruits, vegetables and herbs. For the productivity study I
compared Bush Beans, Dry Beans, Cabbage, Carrots,

Cucumbers, Kale, Lettuce, Onions, Potatoes, Summer
Squash, and Tomatoes (Italian types). Trying to
encompass a diversity of vegetable family groups. The
results show that our farm outyielded conventional
agriculture and organic agriculture production in Bush
Beans, Dry Beans, Carrots, Cucumbers, Kale, Summer

there not more? Why are we continuing to use brutal,
environmentally destructive chemicals or unnecessary and
exploitative manures and slaughterhouse byproducts to
grow the foods we consume? Once the report is published
and distributed it is my hope that big agriculture will
attempt to answer and those with the opportunity to
transition or start anew take notice.
Cruising into 2019
Our expansion plans will continue. We will open our last
50' x 50' garden, settling us into just under one acre of
production space. It is our intention to grow 20% more
produce and earn 20% more income to continue to
increase our profitability. Our veganic compost
cooperative venture, with La Cabane à Tuque, which we
created with onsite field grass and municipal chipped
branch wood, will hopefully offset the costs of our bought
in veganic compost, currently at 25% of our total farm
expenditures.
Our seed stocks increased and we plan on participating
in at least two seed festivals this coming year. While some
of our forty tomato varieties did not perform like we hoped
we still have an offering of twentyfive different kinds, as
well as a nice mix of other vegetables, herbs and flowers.
For the next few weeks though, we are enjoying our rest.
Sleeping in as the days fall short.
I let my mind travel wishing that the global human
awakening occurs, to stop destroying the earth and treat all
beings as equal. Little by little, we are trying to do and
show that we can all do more and strive for peace for all
every day.
We wish you all a blessed winter or summer season in
whichever hemisphere you call home.

Squash, and Tomatoes.
On average La Ferme de l'Aube outproduced United
States conventional agriculture by 2.3% and organic
agriculture by 41.6%. Not only that, but as all smallscale
farmers know our income per kilo was higher, especially
when one sells directly to the consumer. In our case it was
substantially higher. 868% more income generated per kilo
than conventional and 421% more income generated per
kilo than organic agriculture. The full report, “The
Productivity of VeganOrganic Farming: Measuring small
scale veganorganic farming against largescale
conventional and organic practices”, can be found here:
https://humaneherald.org/publications/
The question then becomes: If a less than one acre vegan
organic farm can be more productive and generate more
income than conventional and organic models, why are

https://www.facebook.com/lafermedelaube/

Two new items from VON
Firstly we have taken a collection of Jenny Hall's leaflets and turned them into an easy introduction to veganic growing.
This 24 page, A5 booklet is available for just £2 per copy plus £1 P&P (please ask if you are interested in bulk sales)
The second is in collaboration with Pan UK, created by Sian Winstanley and is designed to encourage councils to take
care of our small winged friends without whom we would be in real trouble. Price £2 for 10 cards plus £1 P&P
To purchase either please go to our website www.veganorganic.net/shop/
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How do
plants
absorb
nUtrIeNts
The Science of Soil
by Hywel Evans

It is important to understand the science behind plant
nutrition so that we as growers can develop new,
innovative and efficient ways of producing food. Plant
nutrients are influenced by their reactions with each other,
pH, soil moisture, clay and organic matter content of the
soil and can only be absorbed in ionic form (Table 1) and
are located in two major places in soils (1). Firstly, nutrient
cations (positively charged ions) bind to negatively
charged clay and humus particles. Secondly, nutrient
anions (negatively charged ions) remain in solution with
water and don’t often attach to soil particles (1). Exceptions
do exist, for example phosphate anions, which despite
their negative charge, can attach to clay particles (1). Plants
absorb nutrient ions in a simplified form, by excreting H+
cations and trading them with nutrient cations that are
bound to soil surfaces; a process called cation exchange (1).
In addition to cation exchange, plants also secrete hydroxyl
anions (OH) and perform anion exchange of nutrients,
however a large majority of nutrient anions (which are
dissolved in water) are often absorbed directly into the
root cells on contact with their surface (1).

The 17 essential elements utilised by plants (1). Note, boron
is not used by plants in ionic form, and is instead
assimilated as H2BO3 (boric acid), which is soluble in
water (1)(2). Light energy splits apart hydrogen and oxygen
from water and carbon and oxygen from carbon dioxide in
the air (3). Oxygen is then released into the air through
photosynthesis, and the remaining elements are combined
to form plant sugars (3). The bulk of the plant material is
composed of sugar polymers, and the sugars created are
the starting material for all plant processes (3).
Soils
If we are to mitigate or eliminate damaging agricultural
practices on our environment, then we must learn about
the ecology of soils. Soils deliver critically important
environmental and economical services worldwide (4). Soils
are not made equal and their properties vary immensely
geographically, seasonally and as a result of past and
present land use. The composition, texture and property of
soils are governed by abiotic factors such as wetting,
freezing, thawing, drying and the surrounding geology, in
addition to biotic factors where organisms interact with

Table 1
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by adopting practices such as notill agriculture (20). Notill
agriculture has potential for a wide range of benefits
including, a reduction in soil erosion, fossil fuel use from
farmyard machinery (mechanised plowing), runoff of
herbicides and fertilisers and oxidised nitrogen
compounds (13). This may be accompanied with an increase
in the amount of pest predators, earthworm numbers
(increasing open channels in the soil), bird nests and
territories, and small mammal populations (13).
In addition to these benefits, notill has also been shown
to better balance soilmoisture in agricultural systems but
the effectiveness that notill has on sequestering C from
the atmosphere as a practice to combat global increases in
atmospheric CO2 are debated (21)(13). Ploughing soil
increases the amount of mineralisation in the soil, which
releases plant available nutrients, improving soil fertility
and crop yields (22). However, it also reduces the amount of
SOM over time and hence the benefits of a soil with
healthy concentrations of SOM are reduced (22). The ‘Dust
Bowl’ period in the USA was a result of the combination of
drought and the use of the plow (22).

the soil (5)(6). Soils from tropical and subtropical soils
cannot be compared to soils from temperate climates. They
are different systems, with different soil biota. Soils in the
tropics for instance, are often highly weathered and
nutrient depleted (7)(8). In comparison, in temperate
agricultural soils, the overabundance of nutrients is of
great concern to the environment (7).
The cation exchange capacity (CEC) is the ability of a soil
to exchange and hold cations and is a measure of the
quantity of negatively charged sites that are available in a
particular soil, as defined by (1)(7). A high CEC is often
related to soils of high fertility and is affected by the
aforementioned abiotic and biotic factors (4). Soils with a
high CEC value are often related to clay soils and lowest in
sandy soils (4)(9) has stated that at a pH of 7, we can expect
to see a large CEC arising mainly from negatively charged
sites on soil organic matter (SOM) as well as clay minerals.
The pH of the soil and the type of organic matter (OM)
applied to the soil are incredibly important factors to
consider when deducting if the addition of OM will affect
the CEC in soils (10) (11).
Harada & Inoko, (1980) (11) has stated that the
application of composts that have not matured sufficiently,
can create anaerobic environments that are N deficient for
plants and increases in the CEC have been associated with
more mature composts. Therefore, it might be useful to
incorporate OM from wellmatured composts to provide
the best possible growing conditions for a particular crop
plant. The time of year when OM is applied to fertilise
crops is incredibly important (13). If OM is not sufficiently
decayed, when the plants most need nutrients (usually in
the spring), then a lot of valuable mineralised nutrients
will be lost from the soil (13) Most OM should be added to
the soil in the autumnwinter period to allow time for
nutrients to mineralise sufficiently for use by the crop
plants in spring (14).
In some circumstances the application of OM has been
shown to lower soil pH and as a result, lower the CEC of
the soil (10). While increasing the amount of OM might not
increase crop yields as much as conventional nitrogen
fertiliser (15), it can help deliver better soil structure
(greater porosity, lowering bulk density, higher infiltration
rates, greater soil aggregate stability) (16) (11) (17) and
ecosystem services; providing habitat for soil
microorganisms and a major pool of carbon in the
biosphere (18).

Nitrogen fixation

Nitrogen (N) is an essential element used to produce
amino and nucleic acids, ATP and chlorophyll in plants
(23)(24). Atmospheric Nitrogen (N2) is strongly held by a
triple covalent bond, making it inert and not available for
use as a plant nutrient (23)(24)(25). For it to be used by plants
for growth and repair, N2 needs to be converted to nitrate
(NO3), nitrite (NO2) or ammonium (NH4+) ions
through the combination of N2 with hydrogen or oxygen,
in the process of nitrogen fixation (23)(24). Crop plants also
receive these nutrients through the application of manure,
ammonia and/or nitrate based fertilisers (derived from the
HaberBosch process), the conversion of N2 into usable
compounds by natural processes such as lightning, and/or
the use of prokaryotes and plants in the process of
biological nitrogen fixation (BNF) (24)(26). Symbiotic plant
bacteria, bacteria that form associative relationships with
plants, aquatic organisms such as cyanobacteria, and
archaea are responsible for BNF and are collectively
named Diazotrophs (24)(26).

Notill agriculture

Green manures, Cover Crops and Catch Crops
There are three main types of crop that are specifically
used to maintain productivity and fertility, these are –
catch crops, cover crops and green manures (30). These
terms are often used synonymously with each other and
open to interpretation (27). Green manures are plants that
have high nutrient values, used in succession, rotation, and

When the rates of microbial decomposition are lower than
the rates of SOM accumulation, then the amount of OM in
the soil begins to increase (19). One way to preserve this
addition of OM, in particular soil organic carbon (SOC) is
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intercropping to improve the chemical, biological and
physical properties of a soil (28). They are dug into the
ground when alive (green), to add valuable N and OM into
the soil, and include plants such as Alfalfa (Medicago
sativa), Mustard (Sinapis alba) and Buckwheat
(Fagopyrum esculentum) (29). Cover crops are mostly sown
to combat soil erosion; the roots help bind the soil, and the
surface vegetation covers the ground (30). Catch crops are
primarily sown to absorb nutrients left over from a
previous harvest, preventing nutrients leaching out of the
soil in winter (30).

abilities of leguminous crops, the idea of completely
replacing conventional HaberBosch N with green
manures is seen by some to be a nonviable option for
commercial farms, due to yield restrictions (32). However,
current management practices act to remove efficient
energy flows and important nutrient cycles (32)(41).
Among the crops considered the best as catch crops, are
species such as Sinapis alba (white mustard), Brassica rapa
(turnip rape) and Raphanus sativus (fodder radish)
because of their ability to quickly develop root density and
depth (31). The coldtolerant, nonleguminous rye grass or
cereal ryes are the dominant catch crop species grown in
temperate grain regions, however leguminous species such
as hairy vetch (Vicia villosa), crimson clover (Trifolium
incarnatum) and red clover (Trifolium pratense) have also
been grown as winter cover crops in the same region (32)
Carbon cycle
There is more carbon held in soils, than is present in the
atmosphere and biomass (33)(34). In terrestrial
environments, carbon is transposed to the soil from the
atmosphere by plants and chemo and photoautotrophic
microorganisms (35). These organisms fix atmospheric
carbon dioxide (CO2) by converting it to OM; this fixed
carbon (OM) is then returned back to the atmosphere
through respiration of heterotrophic microorganisms and
autotrophic organisms (35). These heterotrophic organisms
include microorganisms that use the carbon of animal,
plant or microbial remains as a component of metabolism
and increasing biomass, releasing left over metabolites,
CO2, and methane CH4 as a biproduct, back to the
atmosphere as shown in image 1. (56)

The most effective green manures usually come from
Legumes, because of their low C:N ratio which gives rise to
rapid mineralisation rates (31). Green manures have been
used as far back in time as ancient Rome and Greece, and
Chinese manuscripts suggest that they were used more
than 3000 years ago (30). Despite the effective N fixing
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Carbon to Nitrogen Ratios
The Carbon to Nitrogen (C:N) ratio of soils is important to
consider, because the rate at which composts decompose is
increased at optimum C:N ratios among other variables
like moisture and pH (36). Carbon is primarily used as an
energy source, whereas N is used as a medium for protein
synthesis (36). High C:N ratios slow down the composting
rate, because there is an excess in degradable material (C,
energy source) and a reduction in the available N required
for microbial cellular growth (36). Different substrates used
for composting have different C:N ratios, however
generally accepted figures for optimum decomposition are
approximately 2535:1 (36) (37).
Fungi
Fungi are incredibly successful colonisers of our soils and
major decomposers of organic matter (38). This is largely
because of their adaptive plasticity in response to adverse
environmental conditions (38). Metabolic processes in fungi
are largely the same as they are in animals (39). When
carbon is in short supply, fungi can obtain it from CO2,
however this process requires energy and cannot sustain
prolonged growth (39). Fungi require an organic source of
carbon, combined nitrogen, sulphur, phosphorus and
calcium, magnesium and potassium cations among other
trace elements to use as energy (39). Fungi don’t require
amino acids from their environment to make proteins
unlike other eukaryotes, and instead take up inorganic
compounds that are found in the soil (39). Because they can
use ammonia and soil nitrate to make their own amino
acids, they can convert nitrogen poor dead wood and plant
remains rich in sugars into protein as long as a carbon
source is present (39).

The decomposition of plant residues plays a major role in
the regulation of nutrient and carbon cycles, and both
fungi and bacteria are responsible for decomposition in
ecosystems (40)(38). This decomposition is accomplished by
producing an array of powerful extracellular enzymes; this
‘digested’ organic matter is then used to produce fungal
biomass, organic acids and carbon dioxide (38). During the
decomposition of plant remains carbon is depleted,
however nutrient levels often increase (40). There are even
predaceous fungi that have the ability to attract, capture
and digest soil invertebrates as a source of nitrogen, which
is thought to have evolved because of the high C: N ratio of
some plant materials (42). Examples of these fungi include,
Stropharia rugosoannulata, Coprinus comatus, Laccaria
bicolor and Pleurotus ostreatus (43)(44)(45)(46). A great
number of species of fungi can accumulate heavy metals
such as Copper and Zinc from soil, required in small
amounts by some but in larger amounts detrimental to
growth and reproduction in others (38)(47). Some of these
metals are important, as they are involved in the
decomposition of cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin (38)(47).
However, both essential and nonessential heavy metals
are toxic for fungi when present in excessive amounts and
the tolerance of these metals largely depends on species
and strain(38)(47).

Mycorrhizal fungi are fungi that form symbiotic
relationships with plant roots (39). In this symbiotic
relationship, the plant delivers sugars to the fungus,
whereas the fungus delivers nutrients from the soil to the
plant (39). In particular interest to cropping systems, are
the arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF), which are
important species associated with rice, wheat, soybean and
maize to name a handful (39). AMF are associated with over
70% of plants on land, and are used as the principal
method of requiring mineral nutrients from the soil (39).
AMF have coevolved and coexisted with plants for
approximately 400 million years, and most of the
agricultural and horticultural crops are colonised by these
fungi (48).

AMF play incredibly important roles in global carbon
and nitrogen cycles and cannot only transfer large
amounts of N to their host plants, but have been shown to
be involved in the transfer of N to other plants as well
(49)(50). In addition to these functions in plants, AMF can
also increase the amount of different forms of N used by
plants (49). The notion that AMF receive all their
carbohydrate from the host plant is widely accepted,
causing a carbon storage in soils resulting from a 420%
carbon capture from their host plant (50). Carbon is
potentially stored in soils from the growth and death of
AMF extraradical hyphae (EH) and these EH (‘fungi
roots’) grow out and create an area outside the plant root
zone, which increases the surface area for nutrient
absorption in their host plant (51)(52)(50).
In addition to EH, AMF can produce structures called
rhizomorphs which like the EH can grow long distances
outside the root zone and aid in returning water to the
plant, increasing drought tolerance and further aiding
nutrient absorption (51)(53). We can perhaps help crop plants
like potato with shallow root systems and few root hairs, by
harnessing AMF to ensure crops receive enough water and
nutrients without compromising environmental health
through the overapplication of chemical fertilisers (53).
Phosphorus is particularly difficult to be used by plants,
because it chemically binds to soil and AMF can provide
plants with up to 4 times the amount of phosphorus that
plants would otherwise obtain on their own (51)(52) Luckily
for the grower, mycorrhizal inoculants are available
commercially, which can be directly applied to the roots of
plants when transplanting, sprinkling across seed, or
mixed into potting compost (52). Noted that some plant
groups, including brassicas, do not form mycorrhizae (52).
If too many nutrients are added to the soil (in particular
Nitrogen and Phosphorus), it can actually inhibit
mycorrhizal growth and germination (51). Nutrients can
accumulate in excess from animal manures or inorganic
fertilisers, so it is important not to over fertilise crop plants
15

for both the safeguarding of our waterways (preventing
eutrophication) but also to keep healthy populations of
AMF (51). Unlike other fungi, AMF produce, large spores
that are not distributed by the wind and are hardshelled
to withstand abuse from the consumption of rodents or
insects, helping the spores travel to new environments (51).
Unfortunately, when practices such as tilling are used,
AMF spores can be moved to deeper soil profiles where
they might be destroyed, not reach plant roots, or growth
and germination delayed (51).
Conclusion
A 2017 United Nations report, predicts that the human
population will rise to 8.6 billion by 2030, 9.8 billion by
2050 and 11.2 billion by 2100 (54). In a world with an
increasing population, rates of greenhouse gases,
pollution, destruction of habitats and the mass extinction
of species, we are faced with no option but to adapt and
change the way we feed ourselves. It is important to
critically analyse the data available to the best of our ability
but challenge modern convention to achieve new methods
of sustainable, efficient and profitable means of farming. It
is crucial that as growers, we keep an open mind and keep
ourselves up to date with current research, practices and
socioeconomics to better understand how we can
safeguard agriculture and the environment.
New and exciting technologies are occurring all the time,
harnessing the environment to our benefit and streamlining
agricultural supply chains to supply our food demands.
These methods and technologies should be rapidly tested,
reviewed and put into practice not just for the large
commercial enterprises but for the small time grower as well.
What is a valuable option for the home grower might not be
a feasible option for the commercial enterprise, but if we
learn to feed ourselves without relying on market supply,
then in theory we could help reduce the need for damaging
farming practices to pursue in the name of maximum yield
and market demand. Generalisations can be dangerous, and
it is imperative that we study the current literature on how to
best manage our food supply (55).
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Superfoods

by Ken and Addy Fern (Creator of the Plants For A Future database)
Introduction  what is a superfood?
I have a particular interest in healthy nutrition, having
trained as a dietary therapist back in the 1980s. I feel that
a good knowledge of nutrition is important for everyone 
but it is particularly important if we are to prove that being
vegan is healthy, and growing your own vegan food even
healthier.
A superfood is one that is particularly concentrated in the
vitamins, minerals, and other phytonutrients that we need
to be healthy. Many of the small berries are superfoods in
this way. In contrast many of our large size cultivated
fruits and vegetables have been bred for size, sweetness,
appearance and convenience  although of course they are
still healthy foods, they do not have the same nutrient
density or vitality and strength as their original wild
ancestors did. The process of breeding for size and
sweetness has also caused the vitamins and minerals in the
original wild food to be diluted. Compare, for example, the
vitamin C content of a wild cherrysized tomato, which is
over 10 times the level of a much bigger (but normal sized)
conventional tomato.
This is why eating small berries that are close to the wild
type is particularly good for you. Just including good
portions of these berries in your diet as often as possible
will be far more effective than a processed supplement.
Some of these small berries are particularly special. I want
to look at some of these over the course of a few articles
and will start with a small group of plants belonging to a
family known as the Elaeagnaceae. This is a plant family
comprising numerous highly nutritious superfood berries,
but I will focus here on the four species that have done
particularly well for us in Cornwall.

Hippophae Salicifolia
(WillowLeaved Sea Buckthorn)
often hang on the trees through much of the winter  until
the birds finish them off.
The fruit is very sour and therefore difficult to eat in
large quantities straight off the plant. However, they make
a tasty and nutritious addition to apple or other fruit
juices, and can be added to smoothies, salads, pesto and
hummus in place of lemon juice. They can also be made
into an amazingly powerful juice of their own  diluted and
sweetened with liquorice tea or maple syrup etc.
They are one of the richest sources of vitamin C and
bioflavonoids. These substances have been shown to be
effective in fighting infection in the body and also to boost
the body’s natural defences against infection.
They contain a range of antioxidants, including good
quantities of vitamins A, C and E, and bioflavonoids. It has
been shown that these substances exert many beneficial
influences on the body, where they improve the circulation
and substantially reduce the risk of degenerative diseases
such as cancer, cataracts, strokes and heart disease.
Research in Sweden has shown that regular consumption
of the fruit greatly reduces the incidence of cancer. Where
cancer is already present in the body, eating the fruit can
help to halt or even reverse the spread of the disease.
They are a good source of soluble fibre. Various studies
have shown that, whilst it is not a nutrient, soluble fibre
has many positive effects on the body. It helps stimulate
peristalsis in the lower digestive tract thus ensuring
regular motions and treating constipation. It buffers the
release of sugar into the blood, thus helping to regulate
blood sugar and energy levels. It also helps to lower blood
cholesterol levels.
Research carried out in Sweden has shown that
Hippophae is probably the most nutritious fruit that can
be grown in the temperate zones of the world  and
cultivars are being developed for commercial cultivation. It
is sometimes possible to buy bottled (very expensive) juice
in health food shops.
The tiny seeds inside the nearly spherical berries (which
are just under one centimetre diameter) are also very rich
in essential fatty acids. Sea buckthorn oil (made from both
the fruit and the seed) is now being sold as a nutritional
supplement as it is very rich in omega 7 as well as omega 3.
Hippophae rhamnoides is native to most of Europe and
temperate Asia. It can sometimes be found growing wild
along the coast of Britain, on cliffs or on sand dunes. This

Hippophae Species, the Sea Buckthorns
These deciduous trees are not really suitable for smaller
gardens. Individual plants bear either male or female
flowers and so you need at least two plants if you are to
produce fruit. They are wind pollinated, and one male can
fertilise up to 6 females. The plants need a sunny position
but are able to grow in most soil types, preferably well
drained. When well sited, the plants usually fruit
prolifically. They bear tiny inconspicuous flowers in the
spring, followed by masses of very small orangecoloured
berries in late summer to early autumn. The berries will

Hippophae Rhamnoides
(Sea Buckthorn)
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The fruit, which is about 12mm long, starts off green and
gradually turns red. The darker the red the better, as
unripe fruits are astringent. You can eat really ripe fruits
straight from the bush, or you can pick them and juice
them. The seed is also edible, though it contains a fibrous
coating.
Like the Hippophae, Elaeagnus is also extremely rich in
vitamins, especially vitamin C, bioflavonoids and essential
fatty acids  although most of the research on nutrition was
carried out on Hippophae. The seeds are also good sources
of essential fatty acids.
(b) The Deciduous Species

is a very useful plant for stabilising sand dunes and also for
fixing nitrogen in the soil. It is very salt and wind tolerant,
but does not tolerate shade. The berries ripen from around
midAugust and continue being available through the
autumn. They make a smaller tree than H. salicifolia, and
the berries are more orange in colour.
Hippophae salicifolia is found in the Himalayan regions
of China, India, Nepal and Bhutan. This species grows
much taller, so you need a large garden if you are to grow
it. It can however be pollarded or coppiced to reduce its
size. The fruit, which is more of a yellowyorange colour,
ripens about a month later than H. rhamnoides, but also
hangs on the tree for longer and in better condition into
the winter. Some people like to do mass harvests in order
to bottle the fruit or juice, I like to eat my fruit fresh and
raw as much as possible, so I harvest smaller quantities as
I need them – usually still picking the fruit into January
(and occasionally February).
Elaeagnus Species
These shrubs require a welldrained soil, but otherwise are
not fussy. Deciduous species also demand a sunny
position, though the evergreen plants can grow in deep
shade (but will not fruit much in such a position). All of the
plants can be used as hedges – the evergreen species are
particularly useful here because they can provide shelter
from very strong and saltladen winds.
There are, perhaps, as many as 90 different species of
Elaeagnus, all of which produce more or less edible fruits.
From a fruit grower’s point of view they fall into two main
groups:

Elaeagnus Parvifolia (AKA Umbellata)
(Autumn olive)
These species are best suited to areas with hot summers,
and the only species that has really fruited well in our
cooler Cornish summers is Elaeagnus parviflora  the small
flowered Elaeagnus. It flowers in late spring, and fruits
from midAugust to early November (if you can keep the
birds off them. They know what's good for them!) The
fruits are much smaller than those of E. ebbingei, but are
produced much more abundantly and reliably, and they
are also sweeter. You can easily spend half an hour by the
bushes just eating the ripe berries, and get a tremendous
zing of energy as a result! They are really vital!
The only downside is that they are produced at a time
when there is an abundance of other fruit as well.
Elaeagnus species are easy to grow, and quite hardy,
though they might struggle in Northern England and
Scotland. They are multipurpose plants and, because their
roots fix nitrogen in the soil, they improve the growth of
nearby plants. I have noticed, for example, that raspberries
grow and fruit better when near an Elaeagnus bush.
The main problem we have found is that deer love eating
the young plants  so if you have deer on your land, you
have to protect the plants until they get established.
I hope the information you have here will encourage you
to grow some of these amazing plants. If you want more
information on these, or many other edible and useful
plants, then please visit our website at www.theferns.info –
where you will find information on over 20,000 different
species of plants.
In the next article we will write about another group of
superfood berries.

Elaeagnus Cordifolia
(a) The Evergreen Species. These produce pleasantly
aromatic flowers in the autumn, and ripen their fruit in the
spring.
This is unusual as the fruit develops slowly over the winter,
and a particularly harsh winter can destroy them.
However, it is very useful to be able to pick fresh fruit in
April and May! The plants have glossy green leaves, with
silvery undersides.
There are several species and ornamental cultivars to
choose from. The species that have fruited best for us are
E. ebbingei and E. cordifolia (at least the plant was given to
us as E. cordifolia, but it is obviously a wrong name since
we have been unable to find it in any botanical records)
Elaeagnus cordifolia is our favourite of the two, it has
larger fruits and also fruits more abundantly and reliably.
The fruit is also juicier, and the leaf undersides are a
beautiful golden colour.

Donations to Ken and Addy's amazing work would be much
appreciated, please see their website for details. (Ed)
Ken and Addy Fern http://www.theferns.info/
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VEGAN ORGANIC NETWORK
SUPPORT US – JOIN US!
VON welcomes support from all who are concerned with ethical cultivation and social
justice. Supporters receive our magazine, details of events and access to growing advice.

Choose your
method of
payment:

Online: Please do not fill in this form, go to www.veganorganic.net/joinus
Standing order, monthly or annually, complete the form and mandate below
Cheque: complete the form and send subscription in sterling payable to
Vegan Organic Network

New member details (BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)

Address

Name
Telephone
Mobile
Postcode

Email
Annual subscription rates

Amount

Standard for UK
Low income UK (under £8000 pa)
Standard (digital magazine only)
Low income (digital magazine only)
Overseas (print issue, sterling only)

£20
£16
£17
£13
£25

Life membership

£400

Account name
Sort code
Account number

Donations
Donation to VON general fund
Donation to VON bursary fund *

TOTAL

Standing order mandate
Bank name
Bank address (if available)

£

* The Bursary Fund enables VON to assist students
to study stockfree / vegan organic farming and
attend other relevant courses.
Enquiries please email info@veganorganic.net

Please pay Triodos Bank for the credit of
the Vegan Organic Network
sort code 165810 a/c number 02937900
the sum of £_____ monthly / annually
starting on (date) ____/____/____
Signed

Date

Make your donations worth 25% more to us at no extra cost to you
I am a UK taxpayer and wish VON to treat all membership fees and donations
I make now and in the future, and have made in the last four years, as gift aid
donations until I notify you otherwise.
I understand that I must pay an amount of UK income tax, and/or capital gains tax for each year that
is at least equal to the amount of tax that VON and any other charities or community amateur sports
clubs I donate to reclaim. (NB: Council tax and VAT do not count.)
Signed (UK taxpayers only)
Date
Please put a mark in the box, Please send this completed form to:
if you would like a free (to
Jessica Wintrip
members) copy of ‘Grow Your VON Membership Secretary,
Own’ DVD. Donations for P&P 1 Park Close
are always gratefully received. Trull, Taunton
Somerset TA3 7HL (UK)
Email: membership@veganorganic.net

X

VON: the only organisation solely dedicated to Green, Clean, Crueltyfree Farming and Growing
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VON Merchandise

Plant Based Nutrition and
Health by Stephen Walsh.
£4.00 (RRP is £7.95). Well
researched book covering the
health advantages of the vegan
diet, as well as the pitfalls and
how to avoid them. Clear advice
given on vitamins B12 and D, and
on iron, calcium, zinc, iodine and
selenium. Also advice on getting
omega 3 fatty acids from nonfish
foods.

Money raised from the sale of our merchandise supports
VON and its stockfree message
Books published by VON
Growing Green: Organic Techniques for a
Sustainable Future by Jenny Hall and Iain
Tolhurst. £18.99, or £11.50 for VON members.
An essential reference guide for all
private and commercial organic
growers, researchers and students.
Introduces the concept of stockfree
organic, and shows through case
studies, that when growers abandon
the use of slaughterhouse by
products and manures they can be
rewarded with healthier crops, and
fewer weeds, pests and diseases.
The reader will be taken through
each stockfree organic standard,
step by step, and will learn how to
grow and sell 60 different
vegetables with confidence.

Eat More Raw by Steve
Charter. £12.95.
Advocates a raw vegan diet and
permaculture for health and the
environment. Includes a small
number of recipes at the end of the
book.

Growing Sustainability by
Dave Darlington. £8.50, or
£4.50 for VON members.
The book is a compilation of the
writings of Dave Darlington  a
treasury of useful information for
gardeners and farmers, gleaned
from Dave’s long experience and
enhanced by wellinformed
thoughts on the ethics and politics
behind farming.

Vegan Permaculture Books by Graham Burnett
The Vegan Book of
Permaculture by Graham
Burnett. £11.95 (RRP is
£14.95). Published in November
2014. As well as describing
permaculture from a vegan point
of view, it is packed with
wholesome vegan recipes using
mostly local ingredients that you
can grow vegan organically in
your garden or allotment.

Vegan Cookbooks & Vegan Nutrition
So, What Do You Eat? by Liz Cook. £12.95.
Spiralbound so it stays open at
the right page. Wipeclean pages,
making it a highly practical design
for the kitchen. The recipes
include vegan versions of
conventional meals like
shepherd’s pie, pasties, pizza,
pancakes and cakes. Beautifully
illustrated by Liz, and includes
helpful nutritional information for
vegans.
Vegan Rustic Cooking Through The Seasons
(revised edition with 60 new recipes, published in
2006) by Diana White. £9.95
194 pages, and over 160 delicious
recipes inspired by the seasonal
produce from the vegan organic
garden. The author, Diana, and
her husband Peter, are VON
members. All of Diana’s royalties
for books sold through this VON
merchandise catalogue will go to
VON, to help fund our important
work.

Permaculture: A Beginner’s
Guide by Graham Burnett.
£8.00 (RRP is £8.99). A guide to
the principles of sustainability and
working with rather than against
nature on your land. Graham Burnett
is a vegan permaculturist. Revised
edition, and now in colour.

Earth Writings by Graham Burnett.
£9.00 (RRP is £9.99). If you’re not looking for the
solution, you’re part of the problem ... get out there and Do
It, with help from this book.
Towards an Ecology of the Self by Graham
Burnett £3.00. Explores the role of the ‘personal’ in
permaculture design systems.
Happy, Caring, Healthy and Sharing by Graham
Burnett. £2.50. An introduction to the green and
compassionate way of ecological veganism.
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Back to Earth: UK Organic
Horticulture Through the Lifetime of
a Grower by Iain Tolhurst. £25.00.
Published 2016.
The book is a compilation of Iain’s articles
written for various magazines, websites
and media over the last four decades as he
turned gradually to stockfree organic
farming.
Vegan Cook and Gardener, by Piers
Warren and Ella Bee Glendining RRP £19.95
VON £15.95 UK veganic gardening book,
including techniques (composting, "pest"
control, crop rotation, green manures, etc);
listing of fruit and veg and their requirements;
and vegan recipes incorporating seasonal
produce from your garden
Organic Alice by Jenny Hall. £1.50
For preschool and Key Stage 1 children,
complementing the National
Curriculum. Readers discover an actual
organic farm where wildlife characters
are as real as the people. Jenny, the
author, is a vegan organic farmer.
VON DVDs
VON DVDs are free to members, though we do welcome
donations to cover production and postage. For non
members they are £2 each and you must add postage.
They can also be viewed free online at
www.youtube.com/user/GrowingGreenVideos

Gift Subscription
Stuck for a gift for a special friend or family member? Why
not give them a gift membership to VON? Contact Jessica
Wintrip (see page 19 for rates etc) with the name and
address of the recipient, along with a short message, and
we will send them a gift subscription, and a card saying
who the gift is from together with your message to them.
Order Form
Send the completed order form with your cheque/PO
(UK currency only), made payable to ‘Vegan
Organic Network’, to John & Ziggy (VON), 50A
Macnaghten Road, Southampton, Hampshire, SO18 1GJ,
UK. Sorry, but we cannot accept orders by post with
payment by credit/debit card, Paypal, or any other
payment method (you can instead pay by PayPal through
our website at www.veganorganic.net/shop). You can
photocopy the order form or write it out on paper if you
don’t want to cut this form out.
We try to keep everything in stock, so normally post your
order within a few working days of receiving it. After we
post it, for UK orders, Royal Mail normally take one to
three working days to deliver it. If any items go out of
stock, your order will take longer, so please allow up to 18
days. For urgent orders please phone/email us first so we
can check stock.
We’re environmentallyminded  we will post your order
out in used packaging materials.
Contact information Email: merch@veganorganic.net
Tel: 023 8023 1770

Your order
Qty

Item

Price

Growing Green: Vegan organic farming DVD. £2
(free for members). Karin Ridgers of
VeggieVision follows Iain Tolhurst around his
groundbreaking farm. You get an inside look at
how Tolly manages his land and some of the
secrets behind his success.
Growing Green: Grow your Own Fruit
and Veg DVD. £2 (free for members).
A guide to growing fruit and vegetables using
vegan organic techniques, hosted by Graham
Cole. You’ll pick up hints and tips that you can
put into immediate practice, and receive the
benefit of Graham’s many years’ experience.

UK delivery is £2.50 for subtotal
under £35, or free for £35 or
more. Overseas delivery is £6.99
(sorry, no free postage above £35).

Subtotal
Delivery
Total enclosed

Delivery Address

Growing Green: Growing with Grace
DVD. £2 (free for members). A behind
thescenes look at stockfree farm Growing with
Grace. We follow a full season of greenhouse
growing. The production levels of this film are
the highest we’ve achieved so far and this
would be great to show to groups.

Postcode

Email
Day Telephone
Evening Telephone

Wall Charts (88 x 18.5 cms)
Extremely popular and colourful wall charts by Liz Cook
£4.00 each. Eight different charts to choose from. ●
Seasonal UK Fruit and Veg ● A Woman’s Healing Herbs ●
Dogs ● Yoga ● Your Yoga ● Vegan Nutrition ● Essential Oils
● Natural Cleaning Solutions (vertical format)

Mobile
CUT OUT ENVELOPE LABEL FOR ORDERS

John & Ziggy (VON)
50A Macnaghten Road
Southampton
Hampshire
SO18 1GJ
UK
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Your legacy for the future,
helping the work of
the Vegan Organic Network

Vegan Organic information sheets
Our information sheets provide wide advice on vegan
organic methods
1 Stockfree organic seed/potting compost, and feed
2 Growing beans for drying
3 Growing on clay soils
4 Growing – the basics
5 Garden fungi
6 Gardening for wildlife
7 Guide to beetles
8 Green manures *
9 Chipped branch wood *
10 Composting *

Would you consider benefiting VON’s work by including a
legacy in your will? Such gifts are currently tax free and
are extremely helpful, making an enduring contribution
to the promotion and continuance of vegan organic ideals.
Such legacies can be made by anyone, in the UK or
anywhere else in the world, and are normally simple to
insert in your will. You can consult your legal advisor, or
for those resident in England or Wales we can supply a
simple form of words for your will. Legacies of land and
property can be made, in which case your qualified legal
advisor should be consulted.

All the information sheets can be read on VON’s website
www.veganorganic.net/informationfor
growers/factsheets

Please see our contact details on page two.

* The last three are aimed at farmers, while the others
are all suitable for home growers

GGI articles/magazines online
We’re gradually putting more of the content of GGI
online. John Curtis has extracted over 70 articles from
back issues of GGI and these are freely available. The
emphasis is on articles about growing (and on a few
others that haven’t dated) and they are listed under the
categories below.

Volunteering with VON
If you’re able to help with any of the tasks below please
email us at info@veganorganic.net
For many of them, you do not need to be in the UK.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

You can read any of them online at
www.veganorganic.net/articles

Helping with the magazine and/or with enewsletters
Helping at events
Website help (WordPress)
Social media help, including Facebook and Twitter
Leaflet and brochure design/wording
Treasurer or financial advice
Speakers – can you give a talk on vegan organics?
Promoting VON’s ideas internationally

● Buying & Saving Seeds ● Composting/Mulching
● Container Growing ● Fertility ● Green Manures
● Growing Fruit ● Growing NonEdibles
● Growing Techniques ● Growing Veg
● Permaculture ● Reviews – books & DVDs
● Prominent People in Vegan Organics ● No Dig
● Soil type, structure & biology ● Stockfree Farming ●
Storing/Preserving Fruit/Veg ● Wildlife

… or anything you think we should be doing,
and are able to help with yourself.

A basic and searchable index of all
issues to date is available to everyone
https://tinyurl.com/vonggi and the
complete set of GGI back issue pdfs is
available to VON members

VON noticeboard
VON on Facebook Our Facebook group currently has
well over 6,500 members. It is complementary to the
magazine, and if you want to discuss ideas about stockfree
organic farming and growing, or ask questions, etc, it’s a
good place to go:
www.facebook.com/groups/veganorganicnetwork

(email membership@veganorganic.net
to request access).

Contacting authors in GGI

Visits to stockfree farms, allotments and gardens
See our website http://veganorganic.net/events
for details of any visits (most take place during summer
or early autumn).
If anyone wishes to offer a visit please email John Read at
visits@veganorganic.net – don’t worry if you don’t have a
‘showcase’ plot as visitors are always glad just to meet
other vegan organic growers.

If you’d like to contact anyone writing in this magazine
whose details aren’t given you can email
editor@veganorganic.net
and your message will be forwarded.

Stockfree vegan organic farms list

VON working group Meetings to discuss VON’s
present and future plans take place in Manchester two or
three times a year – all members welcome. Agenda and
minutes available to members on request. For more info
email david.graham330@googlemail.com

For a full list, including those not yet part of the VON
network, see https://tinyurl.com/VONfarms
Scroll down and you will also find links to noncertified
‘VeganOrganicGrowersUK’ and ‘VeganOrganic
GrowersInternational’.
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Brexit and pesticides: UK food and agriculture at a crossroads
through trade negotiations. The USA has almost three times the
number of active substances authorised for use than the UK, and
so will almost certainly exert considerable pressure on the UK to
lower standards – for example to allow imports into the UK of
produce containing residues of currently banned pesticides.
With the perfect storm of inexperienced UK trade negotiators,
more powerful and wellresourced negotiating partners such as
the USA, and a shroud of secrecy enclosing the entire process,
trade deals may well be the most likely route through which the
UK’s pesticide standards will be undermined.

Brexit has the potential to drastically reshape the UK’s
relationship with pesticides. For decades, the way the UK
regulates and uses pesticides has been largely decided at the
European level. Although far from perfect, the EU’s pesticide
regulatory regime is widely considered to be the strongest in the
world in terms of protecting human health and the environment
from the harmful impacts of pesticides.
With Brexit looming, the UK has a major decision to make. It
could choose to mirror the relatively high pesticide standards of
the EU, and perhaps go further by introducing additional
measures to reduce pesticide use and the associated harms to
health and environment. However, there is a real danger that the
Government will instead bow to the propesticide lobby and use
Brexit as a chance to deregulate, allowing a greater variety of
harmful pesticides to be used on UK farms and enabling
pesticides to be present in larger quantities in both domestically
grown and imported food.

Given these significant threats, it is crucial that the Government
dedicates the time and resources necessary to ensuring that,
postBrexit, the UK system is able to protect people and the
environment from the harmful impacts of pesticides. Regardless
of whether the UK exits the EU with a deal or under a ‘no deal’
scenario, the UK must decide how closely aligned it wants to
remain with EU processes and outcomes related to pesticides.
The choice it makes will have a profound impact on UK farmers’
trading ability. In 2017, 60% of UK food, feed and drink exports
went to the EU. If the UK wishes to maintain this level of trade,
it must ensure its agricultural produce meets the residue limits
set by the EU for both approved and nonapproved active
substances.

A report launched in December by PAN UK and the Food
Research Collaboration explores the various paths the UK could
choose to follow as it grapples with this dilemma. It considers
not only whether the UK’s existing regulatory regime for
pesticides is fit for purpose, but also whether the British
Government has the capacity and readiness to take on the
various roles that EU institutions currently play to ensure the
system works.

While the first priority must be to defend existing standards,
Brexit is not just a chance to copy the system we already have
but a unique opportunity for the UK to adopt important
innovations that have been effective at reducing pesticide use in
other countries. These include a quantitative target for reducing
pesticide use; a pesticide tax calculated on the basis of toxicity to
health and environment; and the creation of a body –
independent from the pesticide industry – to conduct research
into nonchemical alternatives to pesticides (including
Integrated Pest Management techniques) and provide farmers
with the advice and assistance they need to adopt and maintain
them.

While initial concern regarding how Brexit would affect UK
pesticide standards focussed on the loss of EU laws and
regulations, it has become increasingly clear that the socalled
‘governance gap’ poses an even bigger threat. The key pieces of
EU pesticide legislation will be transposed into UK law via the
European Union (Withdrawal) Act, but the institutions, capacity
and expertise required to implement them may take years to
develop. In particular, the UK is losing the scientific support and
advice currently provided by the European Food Safety
Authority, as well as a range of important checks and balances
conducted by EU institutions, which play a crucial scrutiny role
to ensure that decisions are unbiased and do not yield to the
vested interests of the pesticide industry.

Given the complexities of pesticide policy and the uncertainties
around Brexit, it is easy to view pesticide regulation as a
technical matter which only affects farmers. However, this
seriously misjudges the issue. How the UK chooses to govern
pesticides after Brexit will have profound implications for the
health of UK citizens and the natural environment for
generations to come. It’s absolutely crucial that we get it right.

In addition, a UK standalone system needs to take on a range of
functions previously performed by the EU. This includes the
huge but crucial tasks of setting the levels of pesticides permitted
to remain in food (known as Maximum Residue Levels) and
deciding which active substances – the active component of a
pesticide product – can be used in the UK. The UK’s existing
institutions involved in governing pesticides are woefully
unprepared to take on these roles from the EU.
Even if the UK is able to get its own domestic regulatory regime
for pesticides in order, there is a huge risk that it will be
undermined by future trade deals with nonEU countries with
weaker pesticide standards. The USA, for example, has a history
of attempting to lower other countries’ pesticide standards

To read the full report, visit PAN UK's website:
https://tinyurl.com/VONpan
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by Raymond Purse
David Holmgren says, “Permaculture begins with
understanding nature, working with rather than against
her.” Simple enough, so why is permaculture so damn
complicated?

wrong because it doesn't deal in all the biology and in large
part just kills it off. Isn't the holistic/wholistic principle a
principle because it feels right that we should cooperate with
nature; the ethic in the say is possible to conceive because
inherent to our nature as humans is the moral imperative to
be holistic/wholistic in our approach towards nature with
our intended actions in the world? Don't we see here that
‘moral’ is used differently than ethic which of late has simply
meant (become synonymous with) to arrange a justification
for something that is wanted in order to facilitate commerce.
What I am saying is that a moral behaviour is intrinsic to our
being (something I would call a 'rite') – the discovery of
which, as a process, was once included in the subject titled
up as Ethics … but no longer.
Philosophy has been 'bushwhacked' folks – thanks to Kant's
moral imperative meaning 'a man made conception'
divorced from the promptings of nature ... divorced from our
nature. The science in so doing imagines that it has found a
true objectivity, when in fact it is the indigenous and native
understanding that has found 'the ledge' of true objectivity:
it is you the human observer who infers relation between the
inner and outer worlds by standing in it as being
representative of it at the same time – desire and the selfish
are put aside and facilitates what's 'there to be seen', to be
seen … if one looks. It is not, I declare, 'all in the math'.
It engenders our responsibility, the corollary to the feeling
that it is 'the right thing to do'. The gift of common sense
pays us a visit, (look at the word phrase ‘common sense’ and
read them as individual words: ‘common’ as meaning the
same for all, and ‘sense’ as the verb 'to sense', to 'feel' or 'to
intuit'. We know that to be looking out for our own kind in
the context of the whole biota is natural, our compassion is
grounded in it, our sense of care is primed because we know
this of ourselves. And we all know that others know this too,
if they are being honest with themselves.
We are it seems accepting of ourselves as human only when
we see ourselves as but one strand in the web of life, where
we are supported by all the other strands and instinctively
know not to destroy any other part of it (instinctive because
we have lived with it and experienced it like this for

It seems to me then that working with nature is the first
principle of permaculture and as such is the umbrella ethic
for the other three derivative ethics of the western
conception and practices of Permaculture: caring for the
earth is implied because of the with in “working with
nature”: people care likewise because people are part of
nature ... right? (working with nature would exclude in a
competitive mode wouldn't it?); and fair shares because we
are all the same animal – we have the same needs as a man
or woman, there is no social order construct in the biology
(the myth of neoDarwinism).
Why would we say such a thing as suggesting that 'we should
work with Nature'? Doesn't it arise because we know,
intuitively, that conventional farming and growing is simply
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thousands if not millions of years); intuition is more when
the collective consciousness has forgotten the instinctual and
bids us to rediscover, to reacquaint ourselves with it.

with the succession. So yes, you have guessed, it you can
influence the soil nutrient content to suit the plants/crops
you want to have grown for you (we might call ourselves
growers – not that I am – but it’s the plant that does all the
growing and producing; we I'm afraid only produce babies,
snot and what comes out of our …). What this way of doing
things does is to have a soil life and plant distribution that
'keeps away' the pests and diseases. One implication being
that rotating 'crops' is not necessary!

Common sense then is the guide to manifestation of Natural
Law or Spiritual Law or Law of Karma (Law of Cause and
Effect) towards a 'to do' to behave in accord with it. By such
a process do we know our humanity and the common bond
between us that makes it so. This is not a manmade
concept, so not an injunction, edict or command put in place
to offset selfinterest that is built on the idea that this is the
only motivation for action in the world.
In coining the notion of ‘working with nature ...’ you, me or
anyone who holds this to heart has, in a small voice,
acknowledged that Nature has rights – if we think not to
move against nature we are by default in respect of these
rights and the right to life (in the case of carnivores it is their
right to be carnivores, but we also have the right to avoid
predation, by staying out of their way or responding
defensively if needs must in a real situation).
But isn't just how you work with nature dependent on what
you know of its workings in the first place and how complete
is your knowledge a factor in your choosing. For example,
choosing to double dig as in Biointensive gardening seems
like destruction of nature to me … what about the soil life
that is killed? Elaine Ingham shows us that it is the soil

And you should no longer be holding to the maxim of
feeding the soil to feed the plant … you are composting to
make innoculum not fertiliser for the plant to take up
directly and are mimicking nature not mauling her to
perform, all to aim for the right plant(s) that you want to
have grown that will already have the preferred nutrient
distribution available for when they are predated. The bonus
is that they have an excess of nutrient for plant needs. What
they leave behind is fertility which is stored in the humus.
Soils can be kept fertile for as long as there are surfaces on
the aggregate for the bacteria and fungi to work on and no
soil 'type' lacks for minerals that a plant might need.
I will end here with just one more thing. I've never
understood Permaculturists who understand nature as a
resource, surely nature is our home and provides us with a
permanent food security. Nor (okay, two things) that our
environment is necessarily ‘worked with’ when we redesign
it. Although Elaine is not, to my knowledge, plantbased her
work rather completes our understanding of the
relationships at work at the micro level of the food web and
should impact on the practices of permaculture regimes of
all kinds if it still claims to be working with nature.

fungi and bacteria that create soil structure and fertility.
Bacteria secrete a kind of glue that binds aggregate and
biological debris together and it is fungi that bind these
particles into even larger ones. And when they are predated
they offer the plants just the right balance of nutrients – isn't
that rather intelligent of Mother Nature? It is the most
amazing thing that plants, by exuding nutrients (mainly
sugars) photosynthesised by sunlight, feed the bacteria and
fungi, which starts the fertility cycle: why would you want to
interrupt this? But not just any old bacteria and fungi –
exudates are tailormade to bring on the kind of fungi and
bacteria that have the right nutrient composition for the
exuding plant to feed on after they die!

Raymond Purse

Hang on I hear you say 'that means that I don't even need to
fertilise my ground?’ And you'd be right. Elaine tell us that
any aggregate (sand, clay, silt, pebbles and rocks) can
become a soil fit to sustain appropriate plants for the terrain.
Still want to double dig now?
What working with nature should really refer to is that one is
going to work with the successional cycle of habitats from
bare earth to old growth forests as the ratio of bacteria to
fungi change to give a general pH from alkali to very acid
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VEGANS for LIFE
We must work for a World
where social justice prevails
A World where animals and people, flora
and fauna can live in harmony
A World where the slaughterhouse, war
and the killing fields are made obsolete
A World of cooperation and compassion
A World where we speak and act with the
poor, the oppressed, the dispossessed,
and for those who cannot speak
David Graham (Co – founder of VON)
Shumei Natural Agriculture (Japan, see John Read’s
report in this issue, page 35), Veganic Agriculture Network
( North America) and veganic farms in many countries
with whom we share the same ideology of peace and non
violence. This international conference will comprise
farmers, growers, the media, researchers, academics,
organisations involved with ecology and vegan organic
food manufacturers and marketers. Another important
consideration for the conference will be the establishment
of new veganic demonstration centres.

VEGANS OF THE WORLD UNITE!
I’m pleased to report that as usual our AGM provided a
lively forum for discussing and debating practical farming
systems and philosophical concepts and challenges that
confront us all – whether vegan or not. But because this
was a vegan meeting perhaps the way we choose to live is
particularly pertinent. That is why our mission statement
below underpins both our philosophy and practice. In this
report I will give a flavour of the discussion – the toing
and froing that does not get minuted. To see the AGM
minutes please go to https://tinyurl.com/VONAGM18

Axel has already been in touch with SAFE
https://tinyurl.com/VONSAFE and he states that: We are
confident that the Brussels based SAFE organisation that
strongly supports veganic farming and will be helping to
organise the conference, also with subsidies from the EU
LIFE program (the EU LIFE Programme provides funding
opportunities for the support of Environment, Nature
Conservation and Climate Action projects throughout the
EU) . This is encouraging and our international organiser,

I am always conscious at these meeting, because our
membership is so geographically diverse, that many key
people cannot be present though we receive
comprehensive reports from them. This is why, in 2019,
we must meet for a weekend at a vegan B&B so we can
collectively enjoy and share our ideas and company.
Prior to our AGM, on 10th November at Hulme
Community Garden Centre, an equally important meeting
took place. The articles in GGI by Axel Anders and
Johannes and Lydia Eisenbach of Biocyclic Vegan
Agriculture gave rise to a lively discussion about the
possibility of organising an International or a European
Action Conference. VON already has an international
dimension; in addition to Biocyclic Vegan Agriculture
based in Germany and Greece we are working with

Tamara Schiopu is working with the VON team which
includes Axel and Johannes, to cement this partnership
and clarify details including where the Conference will be
held. Our information leaflet states that VON was formed
as an international transitional movement and this
conference could fulfill this critical stage in VON’s
development by working with national and international
groups and organisations.
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So, after all this exciting news its back to the inspiring
AGM! The surge in veganism! The Independent reports
that “Veganism has rocketed in the UK over the past
couple of years – from an estimated half a million people
in 2016 to more than 3.5 million – 5% of our population –
today.” The Guardian, (25th August 2018) “One recent
survey suggested there could be as many as 3.5 million
vegans in the UK. The Vegan Society offers the much lower
figure of 600,000 vegans”. Whatever is the more accurate
number, and whether becoming vegan is for ethical, health
reasons or both, we have to constantly ask, ‘how do we
bridge the information gap about how the food we eat is
grown?’

In the meantime:
School Students Of The World Unite – To Sustain the
Earth and Your Right to Life!
Western diets are moving away from meat consumption
which uses more grain than plant based diets. With a
growing population this must become the trend. This is the
challenge for VON; a challenge that continues to be
cogently addressed in GGI, our other publications and
media as well as our exhibitions and talks at events. All
these will be central themes in the forthcoming
International conference.
When farming developed about 10,000 years ago scientists
claim that we entered a period of variability and extremes
the repercussions of which are only now beginning to be
understood. They named this period the Anthropocene, a
combination of the Greek words for ‘humans’ and ‘recent
time’. Anthropocene  the epoch in which humans change
everything on earth forever. A change that is destroying
our planet!
So – Vegans of the World Unite! The personal is political
and when we work together we become a powerful force
for social, economic, and environmental change. We will
continue to work for a cruelty free world where hunger and
war give way to a culture of friendship and peace. We have
no illusions about the task ahead – but in partnership with
friends our aim is to transform the World into a vibrant,
green and habitable land.
Is it possible to exit without a word on Brexit! Maybe just a
thought on the Economist report that the greatest anxiety
for farmers and the food industry is access to labour. The
UK food processing industry is dependent on EU migrants;
they represent 120,000 of its 400,000 workers.

The latest UN report warned there were 12 years
remaining to avoid the worst effects of global warming,
from recordbreaking droughts and heatwaves to warming
oceans and melting ice sheets. In the last week alone
scientists have warned of a catastrophic collapse of
insect population with devastating consequences for
humanity. And a separate report said humancaused
threats to climate, nature and the economy posed a danger
of systemic economic collapse unless radical action is
taken. Just to take one statistic demonstrates the
destruction we are wreaking: It’s estimated by NGO Forest
Food Trends that onethird of the planet's arable land is
occupied by livestock feed crop and that seventy percent of
Brazil's deforested land is used as pasture.

Horticultural and fruit farmers also rely on EU migrants
employing about 85,000 annually to harvest their crops.
I was recently asked, what were my thoughts on this?
I replied, maybe rather flippantly on this most serious
subject – look out for the rise of the robots for the variety
of fruit available may only be that which can picked by
them.
David Graham

Although not directly related to our AGM I must respond
to the Extinction Rebellion campaign. As a response to the
UN report a school strike movement started in August
2018 when Greta Thunberg, then 15, held a solo
protest outside the Swedish parliament. Now, up to 70,000
schoolchildren each week hold protests in 270 towns and
cities worldwide. On Friday 15th February, tens of
thousands marched again, some for the sixth week in
succession, through towns and cities across Europe. They
called on their governments to declare a climate
emergency, communicate the severity of the ecological
crisis and change the school curriculum to make the state
of the environment an educational priority. What an
encouraging, positive and exciting development! However,
I refer to our discussion in a previous paragraph about the
growth of veganism; namely that what these
predominantly young vegans bring to the movement is
personal social and cultural change because without a
sustainable lifestyle the protest will not be effective.

Axel Anders and David Graham
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1) Elements,
2) Interconnections between those Elements, and
3) A function or purpose that the system serves.
For example, the human body is a system composed of
organs such as the lungs, heart, intestines, brain, kidneys,
spinal cord, liver and so on. These work together via
processes such as digestion, nervous impulses, breathing,
blood flow and excretion of wastes to support the function
of being alive and healthy in the world. Language is
another system, composed of verbs, nouns, adjectives and
other words connected by rules of grammar to form speech
or writing with the purpose of communicating ideas and
meaning between human beings. In fact, our entire world
is made up of systems, many of which interconnect; are
themselves made up of smaller subsystems; or indeed are
components of wider macrosystems. The organs that
comprise our bodies are made` up of organised systems of
cells and tissues, whilst we too are part of social systems
like communities or families. The words that make up the
English language are in turn derived from combinations of
the 26 symbols that are the letters of the alphabet, whilst
all of the books in your house are but a small fraction of
the record of human knowledge and experience...

Part 5 – The Analysis Phase
By Graham Burnett

Having worked through the previous articles in this series
covering the ‘Survey’ phase of the Goal setting, Survey,
Analysis, Decisions, Implement, Maintain (GoSADIM)
Permaculture Design process, you will have created a base
map of your site and hopefully spent at least a year
building up a detailed picture of what is happening over
the changing seasons. This includes gathering data about
your soil, weather patterns, prevailing winds, sun paths,
frost pockets, water movement, slopes and contours,
orientation and the plants, animals and existing structures
present, as well as evidence of significant past events, eg,
flooding or fire. Equipped with this information you can
now start to think more analytically about how these
various elements interact with each other.

And so it is with our gardens and plots. Although the
various elements noted during the ‘survey’ stage (the soil,
trees, bushes, plants, insects, birds, mammals and
amphibians, or physical features like slopes or ponds and
so on) may appear to be discreet objects in the landscape,
in reality they are constantly interacting with each other
via dynamic processes including the carbon, nitrogen and
water cycles; photosynthesis; the soil food web;
predator/prey relationships; fungal networks and a myriad
of other nutrient and fertility flows. Together they are
create a living ecosystem that is itself part of a wider
bioregional or even planetary ecology.

Permaculture is sometimes described as ‘Systems Thinking’,
and it is indeed very useful to think in a more systemic way
about your landscape or project. But first off it might be
helpful to understand what we mean by a ‘system’ in this
context. The dictionary defines a system as “a group of
interacting, interrelated, or interdependent elements
forming a complex whole”. In fact any system, whether
natural or human made, is comprised of three components;

Input/Output Analysis
and the Web of Connections

Carry out an Input (needs)/Output (products)
analysis on the elements identified during the
'Observation' phase of the Design process

The Web of Connections is a useful way of
mapping relationships between the elements
We can explore the interconnections between these
various elements by identifying and listing each of their
inputs (or needs/requirements) and outputs (or
yields/products), then observing how these link to one
another. For example, nettle plants (Urtica dioica) need
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The Client Interview

sunlight, moisture, carbon dioxide (CO2), soil and specific
pollinating insects in order to sexually reproduce. The
yields or products of nettles include oxygen (O2), flowers,
food and habitat. Tortoiseshell butterflies need O2, a
sheltered place to lay their eggs and a source of food for
their larvae, and in return act as pollinators for the nettles
as they travel between plants. By listing the inputs and
outputs of the various elements within our system and
mapping the beneficial relationships between them we can
begin to build up a comprehensive Web of Connections.
After listing their needs and yields, draw a large circle and
write the names of each of the elements around the
outside. Focusing on each element in turn, draw a line
joining it to another element with which it has a
relationship (eg, between ‘nettles’ and ‘Tortoiseshell
butterfly’). What else connects? After a while you will
create a complex web representing the energy flows, cycles
and interactions existing within your garden system (for
visual clarity, the example in the illustration has only 8
‘elements’, in reality your garden will have many more…).
It is this web of connections that gives any system its
strength and resilience – in the words of Bill Mollison; “the
core of permaculture is design and the working
relationships and connections between all things”.

What do people want?

In order to be clear about the desired functions of your
garden or plot it is important to have some clarity about
what you actually want, and how much time, commitment
and energy you are able to put into its development and
upkeep. And so as well as gathering data about the site
itself, it’s also invaluable to ask questions of the PEOPLE
who are going to be involved in your project. This stage is
sometimes referred to as the ‘Client Interview’ and is a
chance to find out as much as you can about their needs
and wants. Even if you are designing just for yourself (eg,
your own back garden or allotment plot) rather than

Mapping External Energy ‘Sectors’

Use a Client Interview questionnaire to
explore site users' needs and wants
anybody else, it’s still worth going through these kind of
questions. Example questions might include;
• What are your dietary requirements or preferences?
• What level of selfreliance are you aiming for?
• How much time, resources (including money) or effort
are you realistically likely to devote to your garden?
• Are there any issues around site tenure (owned freehold,
leasehold, rented) or restrictions on land use (tenancy
agreements, covenants, planning permission, etc)
• Does anybody have any ‘special needs’ such as allergies,
physical disabilities, visual impairments, therapeutic needs
(especially if the garden is to be a retreat from stress and
anxiety)?
• How does the site integrate into your spiritual beliefs?

Map the various Energy Sectors that are
likely to have an effect on your project
It is also essential to take into consideration energies
coming from outside that pass through our system, and
how these ‘sectors’ affect our landscape – the paths the sun
takes at different times of the year; prevailing winter and
summer winds; precipitation (rain, snow, fog) and frost;
animal paths and trackways; any microclimates caused by
frost pockets or tall buildings that cast shadows over your
plot, etc . Also consider humanmade sectors such as
pollution from nearby roads; electrical energy from pylons
and even human energy itself (is it a place where people
tend to congregate nearby (ie, near shops or a school), or is
at high risk of vandalism, etc?) These external energies are
out of your direct control, but you can take steps to either
mitigate against them (create shelter belts or wind breaks
to provide protection for valuable crops, fence out deer or
rabbits, takes steps to discourage vandals) or utilise them
as a potential resource (catch and store solar energy in the
form of photovoltaic panels and sun loving crops; harvest
wind energy via careful sited turbines, store rainfall in
ponds or water butts; find ways to attract volunteers to
help out on site).

How would Nature answer your
client interview questions?
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•What offsite support is available locally that you are
aware of (eg, local garden share schemes, WI, transition
groups etc)?
Try to include plenty of ‘open’ questions designed to elicit
high quality information, eg, ‘what else might you need…’.
A permaculture garden is about practising Earth Care as
much as People Care, and so always remember to consider
the needs of nature too (perhaps even think of nature as
another ‘client’  What answers would the frogs, beetles,
blue tits, mycorrhizal fungi and earthworms give to the
questions above?) What is a fair balance between meeting
all of these needs?

potential limiting factors and resources...
Limiting factors might typically include constraints such as
available time, finances or issues about the physical
characteristics of the site such as slope or soil type –
carrots for example are not likely to do well on a heavy clay
soil as they prefer one that is light and free draining. Also
consider ‘cultural’ or legal matters such as planning
permission or disputes with neighbours.
Resources are the assets that we can make use of.
Sometimes such assets may be come apparent when we
reframe our challenges through solutionsbased lateral
thinking: That heavy clay soil might be useless for growing
carrots, but it’s perfect for brassicas and other crops that
thrive on the high levels of nutrients that it can hold. In the
same way, your allotment neighbour who is always
complaining about your messy paths and how you don’t
grow your leeks in nice straight lines can be a real fount of
plant knowledge and wisdom if you can get on the right
side of them…

Limiting Factors and Resources
Having analysed your plot in terms of connections, energy
sectors, and the needs of both nature and people, we can
start to think about it from a perspective of overall inputs
and outputs – which of these are already being met by the
existing system or what might need to be changed?
At this point it might be useful to carry out a SWOC
analysis. This is a strategic planning method used to
identify the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
challenges of a project. It’s often used in business
development, but can also be adapted and applied to
landscape design or community organising. On a large
sheet of paper draw a quadrant enabling you to think
about your garden in terms of its:

In the next part of this series we will move from analysis of
your garden or plot in terms of limiting factors and
resources to making design decisions about what we need
to change…
Graham Burnett has been vegan since 1984, teaches
permaculture courses both in the UK and abroad and has
written a number of books including:
The Vegan Book of Permaculture
Permaculture a Beginner's Guide
Earth Writings
And his most recent work,
Forest Gardening a Beginner’s Guide

A SWOC analysis will identify your strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and challenges
• Strengths: What are the positive attributes or
advantages of your site?
• Weaknesses: What is less desirable or could be
improved?
• Opportunities: What favourable external factors could
give your garden a unique advantage?
• Challenges: What obstacles do you face?
This is a powerful way for a group to to discuss and
examine your project, and can be followed by
brainstorming ideas. Often the SWOC analysis will reflect
factors you were unaware of and would never have
captured if not for the collective input. One likely outcome
of such an exercise will be to help you identify your site’s
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Matthew's book is targeted at those interested not only in
growing food cruelty free, using no animal by products, but
those who want a more sustainable way of growing food.
The hardest step for most growers is starting the process of
becoming veganic, and the book shows you how to do this in
easy to follow steps.
The decline in bees has made everyone rethink the use of
chemicals in the garden, and the book has a section
dedicated to wildlife gardening to increase biodiversity as
well as being more sustainable and self sufficient.
Composting, sowing seeds, weeding and much more is
included in this book, making it a must for vegan gardeners
or those simply wishing to be more self sufficient.
Chapter headings include
Soil, why so important?
Compost
Fertilisers
Grow to Eat
AZ what to Cook and Grow
Organic Suppliers
Wildlife
Animals and Gardens
Pages: 120 paperback ISBN: 9781526737472
Available from https://tinyurl.com/VONPAS
Reviewed for VON by David Roberts

We're excited to announce the launch of
the second Permaculture Magazine Prize.
The Permaculture Magazine Prize 2019 is
launched with a fund of £25,000 donated
by several generous benefactors. Its aim is
to directly help transform communities and regenerate habitats
and it will be judged by a prestigious panel of international
judges.
The prize will consist of one main award of £10,000 and four
runners up of £2,500 and is open to any permaculture project
even those who applied last year. Application form
https://tinyurl.com/VONprize
"Bedsit with kitchenette in vegan household with vegan organic
garden in north Birmingham. Female preferred. Contact Barbara
for details. rainbowspan@hotmail.com
Double Room to let in Glasgow with a Forest Garden (in
progress), bills included in rent of room with other vegan. £204
PCM for more information please contact giants@riseup.net
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From Seed to Plate, by Piers Warren
Co author of The Vegan Cook & Gardener

No. 1  Swede, Sweet Potato and Bean Goulash with Quinoa
Sweet Potatoes and Quinoa

Plant the slips in pots
of moist compost in
the greenhouse or
heated propagator in
April, and repot into
larger containers as
the plant roots and
grows. The foliage can
be trained up canes.
After about five
months, around
September time, the
leaves will die back –
this is the time to lift
the tubers.

It’s always interesting and fun to grow something new that
you’ve never tried before. You may discover a plant that
loves your growing conditions and that you love to eat,
which then becomes a regular crop for you for years
afterwards. Two crops that we tried in the last few years (in
Norfolk, UK) are sweet potatoes and quinoa. Below you’ll
find our guide to growing them followed by a recipe, using
both, from our book The Vegan Cook & Gardener.

Growing Sweet Potatoes

Once you have your
own tubers, you can
grow slips the
following year. These
will be better suited for growing in your climate than
imported tubers bought from a supermarket. In early
March, place a tuber in moist sand in a heated propagator
(or airing cupboard). Once shoots have formed and are
about 510cm long, gently pull them off and plant in pots
as explained above.
Storage: Sweet potatoes can be stored in the same way as
other potatoes in boxes or paper sacks in the dark in a
frostfree but cool, dry building. They won’t keep in good
condition for so long, however, so use them as soon as
possible or cook and freeze them as mash. Wrapping them
individually in paper will help, and adding an apple to the
box will prevent the tubers from budding. Don’t forget to
keep one or two for growing your own slips the following
year!

Although we often cook them in the same way, sweet
potatoes are only distantly related to regular potatoes –
they are in the morning glory family and will need warmth
and sunlight to thrive. They grow as a vine, with heart
shaped leaves (that can be eaten as greens) originating in
the tropical Americas. The edible tubers they produce are
rich in the Bvitamin thiamin and the important minerals
manganese and potassium. Sweet potatoes usually have
coloured flesh (commonly orange or red, though there are
varieties that are white or purple) that is sweet tasting and
very soft once cooked. They are usually obtained as
cuttings known as ‘slips’.

Growing Quinoa

Although originally grown high up in South American
countries like Peru, quinoa can be grown at lower altitudes
in temperate countries as well. The processing of the seeds
is rather fiddly on a small scale, but it can be done quite
effectively as described below.

Recommended Varieties: Beauregard: Long roots with a
red skin and sweet orange flesh and Carolina Ruby: High
yielding with a deep red skin
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Recipe: Swede, Sweet Potato and Bean
Goulash with Quinoa

Recommend Varieties

Temuco: A heavy cropper especially in cool summers
Rainbow: Produces attractive flower heads in a range of colours

This vegetable stew is the ultimate winter soulfood. Serve
with quinoa and a side of winter greens.
To make 6 portions you will need:
1tbsp light olive oil
2 onions
2 garlic cloves
2 carrots
400g swede
400g sweet potatoes
2tbsp paprika
2tbsp tomato purée
600ml vegetable stock
400g skinned tomatoes (or tinned plum tomatoes)
1 red capsicum
400g beans, frozen or dried and soaked overnight (we used
borlotti beans that we had dried from earlier in the year
but you could use all sorts of beans such as canellini,
butter beans or a mixture of several different types)
2 tsp dried mixed herbs
Salt and pepper
Quinoa (50g per person)

Sow the seeds shallowly in fine compost in pots or trays
under cover in the spring. Plant out 30cm apart when the
plants are about 10cm tall and when the risk of frosts has
passed. By August the plants will have reached up to 2
metres tall and will flower. The seeds will be ready to
harvest in late September and October. Twenty plants
should produce about 1kg of seeds.
Once the flower heads start to change colour, rub one
between your hands – if some seeds are released they are
ready. Cut the plants at ground level and hang in a dry
building. After a few days, rub the flower heads over a large
bowl (wearing rubber gloves may help with this task) to
release the seeds and their flower bracts. Pick out any
leaves or larger pieces of chaff (or pass through a suitable
sieve). Spread the seeds/bracts out thinly on trays and dry
for a few more days. Then rub further to extract the seeds
from any remaining bracts. Finally, separate the seeds
from any dust and small pieces of vegetation by tipping
from one bowl or bucket to another several times. If you do
this outside in a light breeze, the lighter chaff will blow
away – this is an ancient technique known as winnowing.

1. Preheat the oven to 150°C (Fan). Peel (if necessary),
and chop all the vegetables according to your preference
on the texture of the stew, and set aside.
2. Heat the oil in a large frying pan over a medium heat.
Sauté the onions until soft, then add the garlic, frying for a
further 2 minutes.
3. Add the carrots, swede, sweet potatoes and paprika
and fry for 5 more minutes. Stir in the tomato purée,
vegetable stock, chopped tomatoes, red pepper, beans and
herbs and bring to the boil (you may need to transfer to a
large pan if your frying pan is not big enough).
4. Season with salt and pepper.
5. Pour the mixture into a large preheated casserole
dish with a lid, and bake in the oven for 1.52 hours.

Quinoa seeds are covered with a bitter, soapy substance
called saponin, which has to be removed by soaking and
rinsing before they can be eaten. To do this, measure the
amount of quinoa you want to cook with (50g per person,
for example) and place it in a bowl with warm water, swirl
it around for a minute or two then drain through a sieve.
Repeat this procedure several times until the water is clear
and not at all frothy or soapy. The seeds can then be
simmered in water for 20 minutes. If they still taste a little
bitter, try changing the cooking water halfway through.
Storage: Fully dried quinoa seeds can be stored in airtight
jars in a dark cupboard or pantry.
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Do you want to eat more healthily? Lower your
carbon footprint? Banish animal exploitation
and suffering? Then this book is for you!
Vegan father and daughter team, Piers Warren and Ella
Bee Glendining, show you what fruit and vegetables you
can grow at home, how to turn them into satisfying and
delicious recipes and how to store any excess to keep you
going all year round. The combination of growing your
own organic food and a vegan lifestyle are the perfect path
for those wishing to live more lightly on the earth. Join the
fight against food miles, agrochemicals and climate
change, and discover the fun and huge sense of satisfaction
that comes from cooking something you have produced.
Learn about vegan gardening,
selfsufficiency, yearround
growing techniques and
seasonal recipes, plus lots of
vegan resources!
256 pages
Size 19.6 x 1.3 x 23.2 cm
ISBN 1856233189
Published by Permanent
Publications, Available from
https://shop.permaculture.co.uk

The Creative Kitchen
Seasonal plant based recipes for meals,
drinks, garden and selfcare
Written by Stephanie Hafferty
As a keen gardener and long standing vegan I was delighted to come across
this book. Her mission is to show vegans and nonvegans alike how seasonal
produce can be turned into delicious, nutritious and tasty meals. Alongside
this are recipes for amongst other things cordials, flavoured vinegars, lip
balms and herb candles.
The book is arranged into sections covering store cupboard basics, soups,
salads, whole meals, drinks and crafts. The recipes are clearly laid out with
useful accompanying photos. I particularly liked the tips and variations that
accompany many of the recipes as this shows the reader how to respond to
what is in their own garden and link their cooking to the availability of
produce at different times of the year. I shall definitely be sourcing some czar
beans to grow and eat. Recipes that particularly caught my eye were: a creamy
salad soup, roast onion salad with wild garlic pesto and leek and czar bean
crumble. I was also intrigued by the homemade toothpaste recipe which I
would love to try and if it cuts down on plastic waste even better!
The book is beautifully illustrated with vibrant photos
that are a feast for the eyes. If you have decided to
become more aware of how to cook and eat in a seasonal
way then this book will inspire enthusiasm and
confidence and I am sure will become a wellthumbed
favourite on your bookshelf.
Size 24.7 x 1.3 x 18.9 cm, 224 pages,
Printed by Permanent Publications ISBN: 1856233235
Reviewed by Jessica Wintrip
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Shumei Natural
Agriculture Conference
by John Read

VON member and vegan organic seed grower Pippa Rosen and
I attended the recent 2019 annual conference hosted by the
Shumei organisation at their demonstration farm at Yatesbury,
Wiltshire. Shumei are based on land at Yatesbury House Farm,
a wellknown biodynamic farm owned by Richard Gantlett, but
the two enterprises are quite separate from each other. Both
farms are certified as organic, Shumei by the Soil Association,
and in addition Shumei hold Stockfree certification under the
GrowertoGrower Participatory Scheme promoted by VON.

cultivation, avoids soil disturbance and compaction, welcomes
‘weeds’ as an indicator of soil health, has many beetle banks
and is working towards completely stockfree production. Fred
has now also started to grow potatoes using the SNA system.
While some of the horticultural methods which are used in
SNA do differ from the organic and stockfree standards
promulgated by VON, the two systems are not in serious
conflict; they are just different. Importantly, and
fundamentally, neither system countenances the use of
chemical fertilisers, pesticides, , animal manures or
other substances of animal origin.. While a detailed description
of the SNA system would merit a separate article, the basic
characteristics are:
1 No regular rotation of crops. (This is perhaps the most
significant difference);
2 No deep cultivation of the soil. Soil contains, or can adapt
through the work of worms and microorganisms to produce,
all the nutrients particular plants need, and their roots, maybe
aided by symbiotic fungi, will find them;
3 Compost, if used at all, should be applied in moderation and
as a surface dressing. Ideally it should be made from grass,
leaves, other surface vegetation and crop residues from the
same land;
4 Seed, including potatoes, should be saved wherever this is
possible, the intention being to develop a ‘landrace’ of seeds
which are fully compatible with the local land and
environment;
5 Aiming to cultivate a real and thoughtful understanding of
the nature of your land and plants, both physical and indeed
emotional; a ‘gut feeling’ of positive involvement and trust if
you like.

The Shumei Natural Agriculture system (SNA) is widely
practised in Japan, and is also becoming established in parts of
Europe, Africa and the Americas. It is in fact part of a wider
philosophical system which teaches the importance of peace
and nonviolence, the value of beauty and of living in harmony
with the natural world. In this respect there is significant
commonality with VON. In the early days valuable support was
given by the Soil Association, and at the 2018 conference,
which I also attended, one of the main speakers was Ben
Raskin, their Head of Horticulture.
The conferences always include presentations from SNA
growers. In past years these have included Juan Carlos,a rice
grower from Spain (he came again this year with stories of
increased production in a difficult environment), Dionysis, a
Greek olive grower, an Irish farmer who grows rape seed and
Rod, an Irish apple grower. All had produced successful crops
in different and sometimes very challenging circumstances.
This was particularly the case with Rod who had succeeded in
bringing back to fullyproductive life a large acreage of orchard
land which, after years of intensive chemicallysupported
cropping, had become effectively dead. A particularly
interesting and more local organic grower this year was Fred,
head vegetable grower at the Duchy Home Farm (Highgrove).
He grows in beds between rows of apple trees, uses minimum

These practices continue to produce good, saleable crops at
Yatesbury, often with a noticeable increase in crop quality
when compared with the first sowings. Potatoes have been
particularly successful over the last nine years, and some
squashes have been saved for over twenty years.
Each year Shumei run several short training courses and have
public open days to share their knowledge and experience. This
year basic courses are planned for 27 April, 19 May, 22 June
and 27 July. There is a more detailed course including ‘hands
on’ work from 16–18 August. Open day dates are 25 August and
5 October. Dates will be publicised in VON’s email newsletters.
Uptodate information and course booking details may be
found at
shumei.eu/yatesbury
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Veganic Food Revolution at Brighton Vegfest
Hosted by the Vegan Organic Network (VON)
At this year’s Brighton Vegfest, one of the biggest vegan events in Europe, VON will be hosting the veganic growing
section of the event. At our veganic talks area you can learn about what is happening in the world of veganic growing and
how we have solutions to some of the biggest problems facing humanity, i.e environmental destruction, pollution of the
sea and air and soil erosion.
VON’s Veganic Farming and Growing area will have veganic produce, grown by Shumei, a farm based in Yatesbury. You
will be inspired by our excellent speakers who include Mathew Appleby who writes for the Guardian, international
speaker Iain Tolhurst, UK’s first certified Stockfree (veganic) farmer, Ellen Mary, Radio Host and TV presenter and
several other VON speakers, see the full line up below.
The Vegan Organic Network is the only organisation in the UK solely dedicated to working for vegan food to be grown the
veganic way.

Saturday 12:00  1:00
What is a Veganic (Stockfree) Organic Farm? Iain Tolhurst
This presentation will demonstrate how a Stockfreeorganic farm is able to grow bountiful crops
without the use of animal inputs or the importation of fertility. Iain Tolhurst has farmed organically
for over 4 decades and is a pioneer of stockfreeorganic systems. See how working with nature can
solve the problems of pest and diseases and how soil is central to the passion of a wellbalanced
farming system.

Saturday 1:00  2:00 and Sunday 12:00 1:00
Permaculture, What is it? and How Can it Benefit Me? Tony Martin
Permaculture is about designing systems to work in harmony with the planet rather than
fighting it. By observing what already works in nature we can create gardens and farms
with inbuilt resilience that reduces the need for physical labour and technology. Tony
Martin, is the editor of Growing Green International, and became vegan in 1986. He has
always been interested in gardening since sampling real food grown in his grandparents
garden when he was about 8. After growing for 13 years in a 1/20 of an acre garden in
Derbyshire he decided he needed a bigger play space and in 2003 brought 5.5 acres of
Welsh hillside and planted over 12,500 trees and hundreds of fruit bushes. In 2012 he
completed a permaculture design course and has since hosted 2 on his land.
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Saturday 2:00  3:00
The Super Organic Gardener
Everything You Need to Know About a Vegan Garden. Matthew Appleby
I’ve written the first popular guide to vegan gardening and will tell the story of the journey to become a
vegan gardener. ‘The Super Organic Gardener: Everything You Need to Know About a Vegan Garden’ is
the first popular guide to vegan gardening, I want to fill the space between the much written about
organic gardening and vegan cookery areas, and link in everything from stockfree gardening and
wildlife to growing your own.
Matthew Appleby is current Garden Media Guild garden journalist of the year. He writes for
Horticulture Week and contributes to national newspapers and magazines.
His previous gardening books are Allotment Planner (2013) and The Children's Garden (2016).

Saturday 3:00  4:00
The Changing Role of Livestock in Organic Farming Systems. Iain Tolhurst
Looking at the possibilities for famers reducing livestock on farm and how they are to maintain
incomes and fertility of their land. What will happen to existing livestock on farms when they are
pension off? How will stockfreeorganic (vegan) farm of the future loo like? How will they serve their
local communities and how will they deliver public goods.

Saturday 4:00  5:00 and Sunday 11:0012:000
Revitalizing the Power of Soil. Shinya Imahashi
Shinya will talk about basic principle of Shumei Natural agriculture, how he grows
vegetables organically without adding any animal manures, combined with seed saving
and continuous cropping systems. Revitalizing the power of soil is essential for Natural
Agriculture farming. It’s 100% vegan organic.

Saturday 5:00  6:00 and Sunday 11:0012:000
Vegan Growing Heal the Earth, Heal Yourself. Jon Dale
VON in Cornwall
Why vegan and why organic?
Reversing illness, my journey to wellness.
Veganic allotment and growing in Cornwall
The vision for the future.
Questions.

Sunday 1:00  2:00
The lost connection  how nature and wellbeing
are intrinsically linked. Ellen Mary
This talk explores the history of social and therapeutic horticulture and how nature helps our
physical and mental health wellbeing. After some interesting facts about nature and how we are
connected, I share my top plants for wellbeing. Some may surprise you! It’s a fun talk with a
serious message.

Sunday 3:00  4:00
How to Get Real Vegan Food. Dan Graham

Odds are your food is grown with chemicals and slaughterhouse waste or if you eat ‘organic’
then it is grown with organic slaughterhouse waste, unless it is veganic of course.
Come to Dan’s talk and find out:
* what is happening in the world of veganic growing
* how soon will you be seeing veganic products on shop shelves
* what you can do to help make it happen
For a green, clean, crueltyfree world.
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Sanctuary ...
A couple of opportunities have come up for us 
Sanctuary courtesy of Last Chance Hotel Animal Rescue,
Chacewater, near Truro in Cornwall
https://tinyurl.com/lastchanceNVP
Our agreement includes helping to establish and maintain
the sanctuary gardens whilst tending to a twoacre plot
consisting of roughly 1.5 acres of brambles and
approximately half an acre of existing woodland copse.
Relocation ...
Lay of the land ...

Time is pressing to move our plants from their temporary
lodgings at Bere Alston in Devon, so in recent weeks we
have had some long days, working on accessibility to The
New Plot, preparing an area of land for the nursery and
collecting compost and wood chip.

So, what happened with The Naturally Vegan Plot
Crowdfunder campaign? The launch went off to a flying
start: we had a wonderful launch party which raised £400
in cash through ticket sales and a raffle packed with
amazing goodies. A local vegan gardener held an auction
'to save the trees' which raised £350. The pledges took off
like a wild rocket, quickly reaching around £3000 but then
things got ... stuck.
To cut a long story short, at the end of the two month
period the campaign hadn't raised the target of £15,000 to
buy land. Because the Crowdfunder was an 'All or Nothing'
campaign all of the pledges were returned to the pledgers
by Crowdfunder.

Our relocation to sanctuary at the Last Chance Hotel is
well underway. Funds raised through events and auctions
enabled us to resolve transport problems with the
purchase of a fourwheel drive vehicle, which is capable of
towing our trailer full of trees.
We were also able to purchase a nice rechargeable battery
powered hedge trimmer, which has proven itself in the art
of sensitive but effective blackberry bush management
(bramble bashing!)

Stepping Stones ...
Feeling like the ground had gone from under our feet it
was very difficult to know how to proceed from that point.
All we really knew was that we had several hundred trees
and other plants depending on us, and that we urgently
needed to find them a new home, but we had no idea how
we were going to do this, let alone continue with our
volunteerrun education, information and demonstration
gardens initiative.

Putting Down Roots ...
Now that we are close to
completing our relocation we are
in a position to continue our
work dedicated to low impact
veganic land management and
creating a garden of abundance
growing edible and otherwise
useful plants with a focus on
perennials.
We look forward to being able
to supply food for some of the
sanctuary animals and hopefully
in the not too distant future
offering veganic produce for
sale. We will also continue to
enjoy our 3 allotments in Ply
mouth

Fundraising efforts continued by other means, we set up a
Facebook Auction Group whereby items generously
donated are auctioned to members of the group 
https://tinyurl.com/NVPauction
Whilst organising occasional meal and music events we
also supply a selection of related books and some colourful
badges, designed especially for us by a local vegan artist.
Sadly we had to stop our monthly pop up All Day Vegan
Elevenses after a successful year, but watch this space.
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If you are on Facebook please like and follow our page
www.facebook.com/naturallyveganplot
Ways in which you can help bring the ambitions we share
one step closer should you feel so inclined 
* donate towards the costs
* take part in our auctions placing bids or contributing
items that we can add
* gift of your time, lend a hand on the land

New Shoots ...
We have accepted a wonderful mission to convert 'the
lunched out' field at Chyan, in Cornwall, more to follow on
this exciting and major project as things develop, it's so
good to be back on the land!
All financial contributions will be most gratefully received
and will go towards the continuation of establishing The
Naturally Vegan Plot as a veganic land base in Cornwall

Onwards ... Fundraising events:
* March 20th  Equinox Nosh and Knees Up  Veggie
Perrins, Plymouth. Delicious Indian Dish plus
entertainment from Dark Station.
Details to be confirmed for the following events.
* June, Summer Solstice, Meal and Entertainment.
* September Equinox, Cornwall. Dinner Dance  Blues, Jazz
and Spanish Guitar from local vegan musicians plus vegan
eats. In collaboration with Cornwall Allies for Animals &
Cornwall Vegan Festival.
* November Fair, Plymouth. Stalls, Vegan Food, and music
from Seize The Day, supported by Dark Station.

PayPal  tnvplot@gmail.com
BACS Details  Elaine Avery, Naturally Vegan Plot
S/C 087199 A/N 86117379
With Love Elaine & Jim, The Naturally Vegan Plot
www.facebook.com/naturallyveganplot
thenaturallyveganplot@gmail.com

Graham has a wealth of knowledge when it comes to
permaculture and for those who are new to the basics of
how to set up a permaculture garden from scratch this is
the book for them. It outlines the reasoning to opt for
permaculture over more conventional growing, how to
design a permaculture garden, how to create more
biodiversity and deal with common pests without the use
of chemicals, composting and everything you need to know
as a novice to permaculture. This booklet is 28 pages, A5
size Price is £4 (Quantity discount available)
Reviewed by David Roberts for the Vegan Organic Network
This and other books are available directly from Grham's website

www.spiralseed.co.uk/
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